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Tornado sirens
will be tested
Friday morning
Staff report
Calloway County Emergency Management Director Bill
Call has announced that a test
of the local tornado warning siren system will began at about 9
am. Friday.
This will include sirens within the Murray city limit as well
as the Murray State University
campus and two sirens within
the city limits of Hazel.
Call stresses that this is only
a test to make sure the sirens are
working properly. This is not in
relation to severe weather that
occurred Tuesday and Wednesday in parts of the Southeast,
where tornadoes took the lives
of at least five people. The test
was already scheduled for this
time.
Call said that sirens are tested
once each quarter in accordance
with National Weather Service
criteria stipulating that part of
local Storm-Ready Community
and Storm-Ready Campus designations, Federal Emergency
Management Association recommendations and local emergency operations plans.
Call said that the MSU system will be tested first, which
includes both a siren tone heard
throughout the campus and areas just outside the campus, as
well as spoken-word communication from inside the siren
itself. That will be followed by
the tests of both the Murray and
Hazel systems.
The first sounding will be
a wavering siren, which is the
"alert" or "warning" sound. It
will be followed by a steady
sound, which is the "all clear."
> See SIRENS Page 3
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"Carry each other's burdens, and in this way
you will fulfill the law of
Christ."
Galatians 6:2
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MPD beards nets healthy haul for Gentry House

$1

Tiger Christmas
utilizes last year's
haul for strong start
By JOHN WRIGHT
iwright@murrayledgencom

When a group has between
300 and 350 school children
on a list as needing assistance
with receiving Christmas gifts,
it helps to have a head start.
That is the case for the 2016
installment of the Murray Independent School District's annual Tiger Christmas gifts drive.
Work began this week, sorting
the items that will go into the
many baskets that will brighten
students' situation on Christmas morning. There, situated
throughout the Tiger Christmas
headquarters, were row upon
row of toys and other items.
Tiger Christmas Coordinator
Morgan Carman said that this
was mainly the result of past
generosity.
"We are lucky enough to
have leftover stuff," Carman
said, noting that most of this
surplus is courtesy of the annual Towing for Toys drive of 641
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & limes Towing in Murray. "(641 TowMurray police used the "No Shave November" moniker to launch a new annual fundraising campaign for local non-prof- ing Owner) Monty McCuiston
it organizations. The beneficiary of $1,175 for this first endeavor is the Gentry House in Murray. From left are Gentry does such a great job with that
and that helps get us started.
House Board of Directors President Charley Batman, Gentry House volunteer Glenda Hill, Gentry House volunteer Jus"We have to start real early
tin Frazier, Gentry House Board Treasurer Taml Dandeneau, MPD Capt. John Cooper, MPD officer Jason Stubblefield, every year,
usually right around
MPD Capt. Chris Scott, MPD Sgt. Brant Shutt, MPD officer Blake Maness, Murray Police Chief Jeff Liles, Gentry House the first of December,so having
Dircector Sherece Cole, Murray Code Enforcement Officer Tim Fortner and MPD Major Chris Garland.
that allows us to start getting orBy JOHN WRIGHT
adopting the "No Shave Novem- organization.
ders filled quickly."
local nonprofits.
jwrightOrnurrayledgercorn
ber" idea.
All told, thanks to the panicStill, while a good start is a
-For us, that's absolutely
"I didn't think they could ipants and donations from other huge," Bazzell said of Gentry big positive. Carman said help
Gentry House board presi- do that, honestly," said Bazzell, MPD personnel not able to go House, whose mission statement is still needed from the general
dent Charley Bazzell admits that noting that he was not question- that route, the police department defines the Murray facility' as an public to make sure all of the
he was a bit surprised when he ing the idea, especially when he generated $1,175 for Gentry emergency transitional home- students on the list are served.
learned a few weeks ago that realized that the campaign of House as it seeks to start a tradiMurray police officers were MPD officers would benefit his tion of growing beards to benefit
See BEARDS on Page 2
> See TIGER on Page 2

New support group aims to
help parents and their children
By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
dbatteigeramurrayledger.
corn
Although not officially on the
agenda for the Calloway United
Benevolent Services meeting
Wednesday, Michelle Schomak
gave an informative presentation
about a new support group.
Schomak is the president of

121 wreck results in injury

the Lake Area Autism Families
support group that assists families coping with the challenges
of raising children on the autism spectrum. She said the idea
sprouted about three years ago
when her child was involved
with Playhouse in the Park's
Penguin Project, a theater project for children age 10 to 21 with
> See GROUP on Page 2

3 more bodies found in Tennessee
wildfire ruins; toll at 7
The mayor said authorities
are still working to identify the
GATL1NBURG. Tenn. (AP) dead and did not release any de— Three more bodies were tails about how they were killed
found in the ruins of wildfires State law enforcement set up a
that torched hundreds of homes hotline for people to report missand businesses in the Great ing friends and family. Officials
Smoky Mountains area, raising have not said how many people
the death toll to seven, a Tennes- they believe are missing.
Three brothers being treated
see mayor said Wednesday.
Search-and-rescue missions at a Nashville hospital said they
continued, and Sevier County had not heard from their parents
Mayor Larry Waters said they since they were separated while
had found three people who fleeing the fiery scene during
had been trapped since the fires their vacation.
Gatlinburg Police Chief Ranstarted spreading wildly in high
winds on Monday night. The dall Brackins said they have
searched about 30 percent or less
mayor said the three were OK.
"That is some good, positive
news for a change." he said.
> See WILDFIRE on Page 2
Associated Press
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Calloway County Wrestling preview

Every Donation
Brings Hope.

edger & mes photos
A
This vehicle was one of two allegedly involved in an injury accident about 6:45 p.m.
Wednesday on Kentucky 121 North near Bailey Road. At least one person was transported by ambulance.

Winter Weather Awareness Week is here
Special to the Ledger
The week of Dec. 1-7 is Winter Weather Awareness Week in
Kentucky. As the winter weather
season approaches, the motto of
the Kentucky Emergency Management (KYEM). the National
Weather Service(NWS)and the
Kentucky Weather Preparedness Committee(KWPC)is "Be
aware. Be Prepared."
Last week's early-season
snowstorm that impacted parts

of the Midwest and Northeast ic snowfalls like we have seen
caught thousands unprepared, the previous two years," said
and is a good reminder that win- KYEM Director Michael Doster is just ahead. It is import- sett. "Kentuckians need to know
ant to remember that snow, ice the risks associated with winter
and freezing rain often blankets weather and ways to prepare for
much of the commonwealth, winter events."
Each year, dozens of Amencausing widespread traffic problems, power outages and school cans die due to exposure to the
cold. Even more winter weathand business closings.
"Winters in Kentucky can er-related fatalities occur in yevary from mild sunny days or
stormy tomadic days to histor)' See WINTER on Page 5
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TOMORROW

TODAY

Daily Forecast
Today: Sunny, with a
high near 49. West wind 5
to 10 mph.
Tonight: Mostly clear,
with a low around 32.
West wind around 5 mph
becoming calm in the evening.
Friday: Sunny, with a
high near 52. Calm wind
becoming west around 5
mph.
Friday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
34. Light and variable
wind.
Saturday: A 20 percent
chance of rain after noon.
Mostly cloudy, with a high

•GROUP
From front
disabilities.
She said that only recently
has the idea of a support group
come to fruition.
"A bunch of mothers got together and wanted to do something," she said. "Though that,
we found that there was such a
need."
Schornak said that it was
when Murray State University
got a grant to explore the need
for such a group did LAAF become a reality.
"There's a group called FOTS,
Families On The Spectrum, out
of Paducah, but one of the things
Murray has done is over at the
theater," she said. "(The Cheri)
offers sensory-friendly movies
for us to take our children. Autistic children sometimes cannot
handle the loud noise (of a movie) or the lights off. They rock
in their chair or have Tourette
syndrome,so it disturbs the other (theater-goers). A lot of kids
have never seen a movie. It's
been wonderful, as a group."
She said that until recently,
she had no idea how many families in the region there were raising autistic children. In addition
to focusing on activities for the
kids, she said they focus on the

near 48. Light northeast
wind.
Night: A
Saturday
chance of rain. Cloudy,
with a low around 36. Light
east wind.
Sunday: Rain likely,
mainly before noon. Mostly cloudy, with a high near
46. East wind around 5
mph becoming calm in the
afternoon.
Sunday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
37. Calm wind becoming
east around 5 mph after
midnight.
Monday: A chance of
showers. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 49. East
wind 5 to 7 mph.
A
Night:
Monday
chance of showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
39. East wind around 6
mph.
Tuesday: A chance of
showers. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 54. South
wind 5 to 7 mph.

From front

less shelter. "We aren't used to
receiving this much. A donation
over $1,000 like this is a real
blessing to us, and we thank the
folks at Murray police for thinking of us at this time.
"Like I said, I didn't think
they were allowed to do that, but
I guess (Chief Jeff Liles) can alter the dress code if he wants to.
I'm glad he did."
The donation made an equal
impression with others at Gentry
House.
"It was a real shocker to me
when I heard they were doing
this,for sure. You don't think (of
police) looking like that," said
Gentry House Director Sherece
Cole. "It's really nice, though,
that they chose us for this."
Liles said at the first of
the month that this idea was
spawned during a late October
meeting of MPD administrators
and, once the shock began to
fade after he announced the plan
to the force, excitement quickly
began spreading through police
headquarters. MPD Sgt. Brant
Shutt said the main reaction
from officers was "Who are
you?" when Liles suggested doparents.
ing that.
"We've taken them bowling,
"What we try to do here is
to gymnastics," she said."If you be engaged with our communihave an autistic child, you need ty, and I think everyone knew
help. For several years, I was
really depressed. Meeting other
people(who have the same challenges you do) is a big part of
From front
this support group."
So far, they've had three sup- That comes down to sponsorport group meetings, but Schor- ships, either from individuals
nak said that it has already been pledging to serve a specific age
helpful. She told the CUBS group, or groups and businessgroup a story about her child es getting involved. Carman
that resonated with other parents said 250 is what she considers a
"good" starting number.
in the support group.
"We've still got those oth"People don't understand
out there, though," she said.
"I
ers
said.
she
with,"
what we deal
told (the group) how (my child) "We're needing 50 or more,realwould throw feces around the ly over the next two weeks,if we
room, and two women start- can swing it."
While most applications for
ed bawling. They thought they
were the only one (to face this inclusion into Tiger Christmas
situation as a parent). We really have been received.there will be
want to take the burden off of last-minute additions.
"We still take late forms beparents."
Schornak said that they are cause we want to get everyone
now working on a three-year taken care as much as possible,"
business plan that they hope will she said. "We serve them all,
1-m011th-914s. rjbi ProtiO _18
include a 501(c)(3) status.
For more information about.. y eats old.it's.a very wdc.range.
LAAF, visit the "Lake Area Au- and it can be hard to get every
tism Families - L.A.A.F." Face- one of them filled."
Carman said seventh- though
book page or email laaf.msuCv
eighth-grade students and high
gmaiI.com.
The next CUBS meeting is school students are usually the
scheduled for noon Feb. 22 at toughest age groups for sponsors
the Glendale Church of Christ. to handle, because their tastes
are so much different than ele-
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.CarmaMaid Tiger Christruits, a the fortune of being able to start each year with a
healthy.stock of leftover 190501from the previous year, mainly courtesy of 641 Towing's
Towing for Toys drive.
"One way or another, though.
she said. "With the older ones,
mental) students.
"With the younger kids, you they're into totally different we get it done."
To become a sponsor or to
can get Disney Princesses, any stuff, like DVDs,movies,maybe
off items for Tiger Christdrop
ones
the
are
Those
supplies.
art
the
Teenage
or
toys
superhero
Ninja Mutant Turtles and, pretty we really struggle with, though, mas, phone Carman at 270-7534363. II
much, you'll be in good shape," as well as our sponsors.
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From front
of the city so far.
More than 14,000 people were
evacuated from Gatlinburg on
Monday night, and many of them
are still nervously awaiting word
of when they can get back in the
city to see if they still have homes.
Buddy McLean said he
watched Monday from a deserted
Gatlinburg street as flames surrounded his 26-acre hotel nestled
in the mountains.
His grandfather bought the
land in 1945, and he developed a
subdivision on part of it and built
The Lodge at Buckberry Creek
about 14 years ago on the mountainside to take advantage of the
views of Mount LeConte.
McLean said four rooms were
booked and another 15 people
were having a private dinner when
the hotel's chef and event coordinator told everyone to evacuate.
"I have 35 employees," McLean said. "All of them lost their
jobs overnight."
Storms moved through the
area Wednesday as part of a
I UNDERSTAND THE 601-D FART
BUT tt.tHATS A BABY 60IN6 TO DO
WITH FRANKINCF_NSE AND MYRRH?

ERIK SCHELZIG/AP
on Tuesday.
Tenn.,
in
out
burned
building
Gatlinburg,
A scorched vehicle sits next to a
damage.
widespread
the
causing
before,
town
tourist
night
the
over
The fatal fires swept
system ravaging the Southeast,
spawning suspected tornadoes in
parts of Alabama and Tennessee,
killing five people and injuring
more than a dozen.
Officials in the Gatlinburg
welcomed the rain but were worried about mudslides, rock slides
and high winds knocking trees
onto power lines, perhaps creating new fires similar to the deadly
ones that sparked Monday night.
Most of those fires had been
contained by Wednesday afternoon, but uncertainty remained
for a region that serves as the
gateway into the Great Smoky
Mountains, the country's most
visited national park.
The Rocky Top Sports World
complex on the outskirts of town
was serving as a shelter. Wolf
McLellan stumbled into the facility after a day of wandering the
streets. He said he was forced to
evacuate a motel where he was

YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT
HEADQUARTERS
Health Insurance — Now Thru Jan. 31st
Mork-are Supplements

, otiseic
0444,
otUa, 14,
Xmiciolot altioat •
Amato Asia*/

107 S.4
Mon.-Fri.9

C.0 0,

stop 1), to

270-761-1010

Robert Billington Jr. & Associates, LLC
113 S. 4th St. on the Square • 270-293-8817

staying. He grabbed his guitar,
two computers and his social security card and tried to flee with
his dog, Kylie.
"She was too scared to move
with the smoke and sirens and she
just stood there. I didn't want to
drag her. I couldn't drag her," he
said. "I figured the humane thing
to do would be to just cut her
loose."
Officials in nearby Pigeon
Forge lifted the evacuation order
there, but the order still stood in
Gatlinburg.
Gatlinburg Mayor Mike Werner said officials were discussing
re-opening the city on Friday so
business owners can assess damage and hopefully begin paying
their employees again.
"You really can't let everybody in yet because there are still
areas that haven't been searched,
there are still areas where electric
lines are down, power poles are
down," he said.
The mayor lost the home that
he built himself,two dogs plus all
seven of the condominium buildings he owned. In a city built on
tourism, Werner has said the biggest thing people can do to help is
come back. But for him, there is
nothing to come back to,
"I really can't dwell on it that
much. I think of others that have
lost theirs, and it keeps my mind
off of our problems," he said
while fighting back tears. "It's re-

ally hard, it's really tough."
Werner is staying at a friend's
house while managing the crisis
with other state and local leaders.
He has raised at least $150,000
from local businesses to help with
the relief efforts, money he plans
to spend helping people who
don't have insurance.
Almost nothing remained of
the Castle, perhaps the largest
and most iconic home overlooking Gatlinburg. Entire churches
also disappeared, and the flames
reached the doorstep of Dolly
wood,the theme park named after
country music legend and local
hero Dolly Parton. The park was
spared any significant damage
and will reopen Friday.
The adult bothers in the hospital who reported their parents
missing were in critical but stable
condition in Nashville, according
to a statement from the family
released through the Vanderbilt
University Medical Center. The
Summers brothers — Wesley,Jared and Branson — are asking for
prayers that their parents, Jon and
Janet, are found.
President Barack Obama
called Gov. Bill Haslam to offer
support for those affected by the
wildfires and condolences for the
lives lost, the White House said in
a statement Tuesday. Obama also
committed to providing the assistance necessary to combat the
fires. MI
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House Republicans announce
leadership team for next 2 years
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press

idger & Times
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ity whip.
Hoover said he looks forward
to working with "this outstandFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — ing group of individuals."
Preparing for a fresh start in
"We have a lot of work in
control of the Kentucky House, front of us," Hoover said after
Republicans selected a leader- the closed-door leadership elecship team Wednesday that in- tions. "We have tremendous
cludes newcomers to their top challenges facing us, but we
ranks and rewarded a key player have even greater opportuniin their successful takeover cam- ties."
paign this year.
Hoover, the long-time House
Rep. Jonathan Shell, who minority floor leader, was proplayed a lead role in recruiting moted in the days after the electhe slate of GOP House candi- tion when his GOP colleagues
dates on this year's ballot, was chose him for the lead role as
selected by his Republican col- House speaker.
leagues to serve as majority floor
Hoover and Osborne will ofleader for the next two years. ficially assume their leadership
The Lancaster lawmaker, first roles after the entire House votes
elected to the House in 2012, on those posts when the General
was unopposed for the key lead- Assembly convenes on Jan. 3.
ership role in steering legislation
Republicans will hold a comthrough the House.
manding 64-36 House majorIncoming House Speaker Jeff ity when the legislature meets
Hoover said Shell's role in help- again. The GOP also holds the
ing end nearly a century of Dem- governorship with Matt Bevin
ocratic rule in the House were and an overwhelming majori"greatly appreciated and valued ty in the state Senate. Flipping
by our caucus."
House control cemented the
Leadership elections result- GOP's control of every southern
ed in a trio of newcomers to the state legislature.
ranks of House GOP leadership.
Hoover said the entire leadRep. David Osborne was cho- ership team worked to help get
sen by his colleagues to serve as Republican House candidates
speaker pro tem. The Oldham elected. He said that Bratcher
County lawmaker has served in "knocked on more doors than
the House for more than a de- any other single Republican caucade.
cus member, without question,
The House GOP leadership and I think that members appreteam also will include Rep. Da- ciated that."
vid Meade of Stanford as majorMeanwhile,committee chairity caucus chair and Rep. Kevin manships could be announced
Bratcher of Louisville as major- next week, Hoover said.

The incoming speaker ranked
economic growth and job creation as top priorities for House
Republicans.
Hoover said one of the leadership team's biggest tasks will
be "managing expectations" for
House Republicans wanting to
push policy priorities that were
stymied by Democrats.
Next year's abbreviated legislative session lasts only 30
working days.
"There is a long list of things
that many of us would like to get
done," Hoover said."But realistically, we can't do all of them in
a short legislative session that's
coming up."
House Republicans will have
to set priorities ahead of the session, he said.
"What are the four, maybe
five, things that we really want
to get done and can get done and
have the votes to get done this
session, and then figure out how
to get them done," he said.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported Wednesday that
Senate Republican leaders said
creation of jobs will be their priority in the session but offered
no specifics on how to accomplish it. They said topics such
as tax reform and social issues
likely will have to wait for future
sessions.
Senate President Robert Stivers of Manchester said the group
will talk with Bevin and House
GOP leaders to develop plans. IN

World War I
Freeman Jones (left)
and Lin Lawson,
both from
Calloway County
Photo provided by
Patricia Thornton

.

rA•4441

The Murray Ledger & Times will be publishing photographs taken in the past of people,
places and events in Murray and Calloway County. Email photos to
communitynews@murrayledgencom or bring them to our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.

Thousands attend Rockefeller
•SIRENS
Christmas tree lighting

The MSU system's spoken
announcement, by going first,
will also be able to communicate
that this is only a test.
If threatening weather conditions happen to exist Friday
morning, the test will be postponed. On Wednesday night, no
such conditions are forecast or
expected. IN
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NEW YORK (AP) — Thousands of rain-drenched revelers
gathered in midtown Manhattan
Wednesday night to watch the
annual lighting of the Christmas
tree in Rockefeller Center.
New York City Mayor Bill
de Blasio flipped the switch just
before 9 p.m. EST, illuminating
the 94-foot tall, 14-ton'Norway
spruce with 50,000 multicolored LED bulbs on 5 miles of
wires. The tree is topped with a
Swarovski star.
The 84th annual ceremony was
televised by NBC and included
performances by Neil Diamond,
Sarah McLachlan,Ton Kelly and
the Radio City Rockettes.
Security at the event was tight.
Spectators were urged to use mass
transit and umbrellas, backpacks
and large bags were prohibited.
The holiday tradition started in
1931. This year's tree came from
the backyard of Angie and Graig
Eichler in the northern foothills
of New York's Catskill mountain
range.
Angie Eichler said their family has come almost every year to
see the Rockefeller Center tree —
but she never dreamed it would
be theirs.
The tree will be lit every day
JULIE JACOBSON/AP
from 5:30 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. EST
until Jan. 7. On Christmas Day, The Rockefeller Center Christmas tree stands lit at Rockefeller Center during the 84th annual Rockefeller Center
the lights will be on 24 hours.
After the holidays, the tree Christmas tree lighting ceremony on Wednesday in New
will be milled into lumber for York. The 94-foot Norway spruce is covered with more
Habitat for Humanity.
than 50,000 multi-colored LED lights.
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"We test in sequence this way
because it is easier to evaluate
each system by doing them separately, rather than simultaneously, as happens during an actual
event," Call said.
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Fun run to be Saturday

Humane Society to host
pet photos with Santa

Wilrm

Holiday Hustle, an ugly sweater fun run,
will be Saturday, Dec. 3, sponsored by CFSB
Special to the Ledger
and the Young Professionals of Murray. RegThe Humane Society of Calloway County is hosting pet photoistration is at 4 p.m., the costume contest is at
graphs with Santa Claws from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday, Dec.
4:15 p.m., and the run begins at 4:30 p.m. Priz10,at the Weaks Community Center at 607 Poplar St. For a donation
es will be given for the tackiest team and first-,
of $10, participants will receive a framed 4x6 digital photograph.
second- and third-place runners. Cost is $10 for
"Our Santas — Santa Bob and Santa Mike — will be ready to have
an individual, $15 per participant for teams of
their photo made with your pets," said Humane Society Executive
10
or
more
and
$10
for
children 10 and under. Director
Martha
Kathy Hodge. "In previous years, we have taken pictures
The proceeds will benefit local charities and
Finney Andrus
of all sort of pets, mostly dogs and cats, birds, a rooster, a guinea
non-profit organizations. Registration and paypig, sheep, a pot bellied pig and a miniature horse. Children and
Community editor
ment may be done online at www.murraychristother family members are also welcome in the photo."
masparade.com
The framed photo will be processed during the event. All donations will benefit the Friends of the Shelter cat adoption programs of
Open House to be at CCPL
the Humane Society of Calloway County.
The Friends of the Calloway County Public Library will host a
With the purchase of one framed photograph with Santa and pets,
Holiday Open House at 3 p.m. on Sunday, Dec. 4, at the Calloway
participants
can take additional pictures with their own camera at no
County Public Library. The community is invited to attend.
additional charge.

Compassionate Friends to hold memorial

The annual Compassionate Friends Candle Lighting Memorial
Service will be at 6 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 1, at the University Church
of Christ. This event is for parents who have suffered the loss of
a child regardless of age. Siblings and other family members are
welcome. Participants should bring a photo of their child in a frame
that will stand, a candle in a holder and a dish for the potluck meal
that follows the service. Bread,drinks and utensils will be provided.
Use the back entrance of the church. For more information, contact
Donna Herndon at 270-293-8780.

The Humane Society's 2017 full-color pet calendar will be available for a $10 donation.
For questions or more information, contact the Humane Society
of Calloway County at 270-759-1884 or email humanesociety@
murray-ky.net.

Lyons

Photo provided
The Humane Society of Calloway County's Santa Bob
poses with friends at last year's pet photo event.

Photo provided
WRITING
WORKSHOP:
Constance Alexander (left)
presented the second of
two writing workshops on
Nov. 17 at the Calloway
County Public Library. The
workshops were presented as part of the Hope and
Glory: the Art of Inclusion
Grant which was made
possible through an Arts
Access Grant from the
Kentucky Arts Council
to the Murray Calloway
County Endowment for
Healthcare. Two of the
workshop participants are
Pam Rockwell (center) and
Corrine McCreary.

PEO Sisterhood will meet
The PEO Sisterhood will have its regular meeting and Christmas
silent auction at 10 a.m. on Saturday, Dec. 3, at the home of Bonnie On. Linda Scott is co-hostess. All members are encouraged to
attend.

Dance company to perform
The Jackson Purchase Dance Company will present its first Winter Dance Spectacular at 6 p.m. Friday, Dec. 2, at the Robert 0.
Miller Conference Center. The performance is free to the public as
part of the Dickens Downtown festivities.

Rebate night to be held
The Breast Cancer Support Group will have a rebate night from 4
to 9 p.m. on Thursday. Dec. 1, at Mr. Gatti's. All proceeds will go to
support the purchase of a 3 D mammography for the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Santa Claus will arrive downtown
Santa Claus and his elves will arrive at his house on the north side
of the Courthouse Square in downtown Murray on Friday, Dec. 2,
from 4 to 7 p.m. and Saturday. Dec. 3,from 1 to 4 p.m.

The Calloway County Public Library will offer a Japanese Greeting Card Workshop from 1:30 to 3 p.m. on Saturday, Dec. 3,taught
by Airi Yamamoto.coordinator of the Japan Outreach Initiative Program at Murray State University. Participants will make greeting
cards using Japanese calligraphy. This workshop is for adults and is
offered free of charge. Space is limited and registration is required.
Contact Sandy Linn at 270-753-2288 or email sandy.linn@callowaycountylibrary.org to register.

Holiday Open House at MWC planned
The Murray Woman's Clqb will hold its Holiday Open House at
2 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 4, at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse. Holiday music will be provided by the Murray Woman's Club Chorus
and choirs from Calloway County High School and Murray High
School. Refreshments will be served and the public is invited.

Author Ashton Lee to be at CCPL
The Calloway County Public Library will host author Ashton Lee
at 2 p.m. Sunday. Dec. 4. Lee will discuss his writings and sign
books. A question-and-answer session will also occur. Lee is the
author of a book series called "The Cherry Cola Book Club." The
public is invited to attend.

Authors'Group to meet Saturday
The Murray Authors' Support Group will meet at 1 p.m. on Saturday. Dec. 3, at Brookdale of Murray. All interested are welcome
to attend. For more information, call 270-227-2309 or email notecardrings4 gmail.com

Legion to host Pearl Harbor Day

Knit Wits will meet
The Knit Wits will meet at 1 p.m. every Friday in the library of
the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center. Knitters and
crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more information,call Dot
at 270-293-5588.

Special Olympics ornaments offered
Special Olympics is having its annual ornament sale with proceeds to support the Western Kentucky Polar Plunge that will be
held on Feb. 18. Special Olympics athletes have made hand-painted
Christmas ornaments that will be sold for $5 for a small ornament
and $7 for a large ornament. Purchases may be made by contacting
Laura Miller at lmiller@soky.org or visit the Murray/Calloway Special Olympics Facebook page. To learn more about the West Kentucky Polar Plunge, visit kentuckyplunge.com.

Back Pack
program
needs items
Need Line needs to stock
its shelves for the Back Pack
program. Individual-size food
items are needed and include
100 percent juice and juice
packs,8-ounce shelf-stable milk
and chocolate milk, fruit cups
and cheese and crackers or any
individually-wrapped
snack
food.
Need Line is at 509 NEighth
St. and is open from 10 a.m.
to 4 um. Monday through Friday. Need Line is a United Way
agency. For more information.
call 270-753-6333.

Photo provided
GENEALOGIST OF THE YEAR: Don Simmons (third from left) was named
the Outstanding Genealogist of the Year
at the McCracken County Genealogy Society's November meeting.
Simmons has published over 700 books that
help genealogists track family history. Many of these books can be
found in the Pogue Library on the campus of
Murray State University. Also pictured (from left) are Charlotte Simmons,
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizen's
Genealogy Club chairman Janice Thornton and McCracken County Genealogy
Society secretary Veal Stimpson.

Korra Jane Grooms

Jonathan Grooms and Daisy Watkins Grooms of Murray. Kentucky, are the parents of a daughter, Korra Jane Grooms, born Nov.
20,2016, at 12:24 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She has two brothers, Aiden and Levi. and a sister, Emma.
Grandparents are Wayne and Cathy Watkins of Hazel, Randy
Grooms of West Union, Ohio, and Harvey and Diana Cohen of LaGrange.

Fern Terrace....your personal care home...
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Decorating
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* Cut Fraser Firs
* Fresh Wreaths
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"Kentucky Certified Nursery Professionals"
Karen Glover. Administrator • Tamara Elkins, Asst Administrator
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Japanese workshop offered at CCPL

The American Legion Post 73 will host a Pearl Harbor Day ceremony on Wednesday, Dec. 7, at the American Legion Hall at 310
Bee Creek Drive. The doors will open at 11:15 a.m. and the ceremony will start at 11:48 a.m. World War II veterans and family
members are asked to attend to share their memories of the day.This
event is open to the public and refreshment will be served.
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Jefferson CountAlitteat
Who are fed up with gjp.,stategovernment's failure td rdPerly
fund their pensions plan to sue
Gov. Matt Bevin and two other
high-ranking officials over the
financial quagmire.
Attorney Theodore Lavit is
representing the case's 30 plaintiffs, some of whom are retired
teachers while others still work
at public schools in Jefferson
County. They hope the lawsuit
will lead to a ruling that requires
the state to fulfill its fiscal obligations to the Kentucky Teachers' Retirement System, which
has been inadequately funded
for years, Lavit said.
Senate President Robert Stivers, a Manchester Republican,
and outgoing House Speaker
Greg Stumbo, a Prestonsburg
Democrat, are listed alongside
Bevin as defendants in the impending ,lawsuit, which was announced Tuesday in Louisville.
Teachers are contributing
over )2 percent of their paycheclo to KTRS,Lavit said. But
the site government hasn't held
up it end of the deal, violating
the U.S. and Kentucky constitutions in the process.
"They have breached their
contract," he said of state lawmakers."They just utterly failed
Previous governors and legislators haven't taken responsibility for the pension system's
growing financial problems,
Lavit said. "Not only (have
they) avoided taking the blame,
but they've sidestepped the need
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FUNERAL NOTICE

John R. Brown,83, died Wednesday, Nov. 23,
2016, at Merit Health Gilmore Memorial in Armory, Mississippi.
Ridgeway Funeral Home of Paris,
He was born on Oct.29, 1933,in Detroit, MichTennessee
igan,to Russell and Erma J. Fluhrer Brown.
John was a graduate of Cayce High School in
James L.'Jimmy' Valentine Sr., 71
Kentucky, Murray State University, and the UniA memorial service will be at 2 p in Ihursday. Dec 1.2016,
versity of Arkansas. He honorably served in the
at Puryear Baptist Church in Puo ear, I ennessee
U.S. Army from 1954 to 1962. He was a college
professor at the Agricultural and Technical College Otella Huckaby
in Alfred, New York, and a member of the ChrisOtella Huckaby,90,formerly of Murray, Kentucky,died Sunday,
Brown
tian Science Church of Columbus,Mississippi.
Nov. 27,2016, at Waters Nursing Home in Union City, Tennessee,
His personal philosophy was "live and let live." where she had been a resident for three years.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
She was born March 12, 1926, to Hutson and Irene Weaver of
death by his wife, Modene Duncan Brown; a sis- Briceville,Tennessee.
ter, Dorthella Ann Boane and a brother, Donald W.
She was preceded in death by her parents, and her husband,StuBrown.
art R. Huckaby, who died in 1985.
John is survived by his daughters, Jamie B.
She had lived with her only daughter,Sue Archer,and son-in-law,
Todaro of Gold Beach,Oregon,and Johan& B.Rice Charles Archer of Union City,from 2000 to 2013 before entering the
of Knoxville, Pennsylvania; grandchildren, Joseph and James Firn- nursing home.
haber; Tyler, Kelsey and Emma Glover; two sisters, Sharon ManMrs. Huckaby is survived also by her two grandchildren, Charles
drel! and Dorthea Ann Doane, both of Martin,Tennessee; a broth- Ray Archer and wife Tracy of Paris,Tennessee, and Laura Sue Arer-in-law, Donnie D. Duncan; nieces and nephews, Buddy, Renee, cher of Troy,Tennessee,and one great-grandson,Stuart Christopher
David, Shelby, Ashleigh, Amber, Finely, and Jessica, and special Archer of Paris.
friends, The Burks, Mitchells, Griggs, Deborah Johnson,and BrenThe funeral service is at 2 p.m. Friday, Dec. 2, 2016, at Imes
da and Donnie Duncan.
Funeral Home and Crematory,downtown Murray, with John Archer
Visitation will be from Ito 3 p.m. Saturday.Dec.3,2016,at Imes officiating. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery. Pallbearers
Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray. Burial will follow will be Charles Archer, Stuart Archer, Mark Archer,Bobby Bazzell,
at 3:30 p.m. in McDaniel Cemetery in Dexter.
Laura Archer and Tack Simmons. Honorary pallbearers include
In lieu of flowers,donations may be made to the Children's Mir- Charles Coleman, Charles Parker, Johnny Parker and Jimmy Anacle Network Hospitals, 205 West 700 South, Salt Lake City, UT derson. Visitation will be from 12:30 p.m. until the service hour on
84101.
Friday, Dec. 2,2016,at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Mrs. Huckaby was an avid animal lover and asked that in lieu of
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray,is in charge flowers, donations be made to Pudge N Pals Humane Society and
of arrangements.
Animal Rescue, 1015 East Main Street, Union City,TN 38261.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray, is in
charge of arrangements. III

Friendly otter jumps onto kayak,
joins birthday celebration
Trump's Cabinet nominees
are familiar with 'swamp'

WASHINGTON (AP) — family and political power in a
Donald Trump promised to way Trump fiercely criticized
"drain the swamp" in the na- campaign rival Hillary Clinton
tion's capital. Instead, he's div- for.
ing right in.
Jeff Sessions, Trump's seSo far, the president-elect is lection for attorney general, has
tapping people with deep ties to spent two decades in the Senate,
Washington and Wall Street as and Tom Price, his health and
and the ‘:risi has grown right
he fills out his Cabinet, turning human services nominee, is a
under their teet,- he said.
to two power centers he vilified six-term congre,ssman.
The plaintiffs, who have reas greedy, corrupt and out of
The gap between Trump's
e.ived support from a non
touch'with AmeriCans durind hig 'carnPaigii 'rnetoric'inti his govAlaiefES/AP White House campaign.
called the Teacher Retirement
erning decisions is most striking
friendly sea otter goes along for the rid* after ft jumped
Legal Fund, hope a judge will
His choices have won praise regarding his emerging economallow them to represent over aboard a kayak piloted by John Koester while he and his from Republicans relieved by ic team. On Wednesday, he an146,000 people who are covered wife were kayaking in a slough near Moss Landing, Calif. his more conventional choices, nounced that he planned to nomby KTRS,he said.
The couple was celebrating a birthday when the animal but could risk angering voters inate former Goldman Sachs
KTRS has $17.5 billion in as- Jumped into one of their kayaks and made itself at home. who rallied behind his calls for executive Steven Mnuchin as
sets, but its unfunded liabilities
upending the political system.
his Treasury secretary and bilMOSS LANDING,Calif.(AP) — A friendly otter joined a couTwo of Trump's early picks lionaire investor Wilbur Ross to
total about $14.5 billion, said
Beau Barnes, the pension sys- ple celebrating a birthday in Northern California by jumping into are wealthy financial industry lead the Commerce Department.
tem's general counsel. The state one of their kayaks and making itself at home, rolling around and insiders with ties to the kinds of
As a candidate, Trump said
government recently pledged even nibbling on some shoes.
institutions he railed against as a Wall Street had created "tremenHeather VanNes said Wednesday she and her husband, John candidate.
dous problems" for the country.
$973 million to KTRS, which
Koester,
were celebrating his birthday Monday in a slough near
Elaine Chao, his choice for He included the CEO of Goldwill receive the money in quarMoss Landing and had just gotten in the water when they spotted a transportation secretary and an man Sachs in a television adterly installments.
raft
of otters.
accomplished political figure vertisement that accused globThe pension system has sold
They went by to watch them from a distance of at least 50 feet in her own right, is married to al financial powers of having
some stocks and other assets
since 2008 to help cover the when one of the otters began swimming toward her husband's kayak Senate Majority Leader Mitch "robbed our working class."•
McConnell (R-Ky.) — blending
benefits owed to retired teach- and jumped right onto it.
Koester says the otter plopped into the front of the boat, rolled
ers, Barnes said. This new influx of cash should help it make around, scratched his belly and ears and nibbled on rope and his
new investments. "That's a shoes.
He says it appeared the otter "was having a good time."
game-changer for us," he said.
Koester says the otter was at least 80 pounds and stayed on the
But Lavit said the $973 million "wasn't meaningful in kayak for at least 10 minutes until. After he started paddling, the
otter jumped back into the water.•
terms of reducing the deficit."
Bevin spokeswoman Amanda Stamper said in an emailed
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Teachers to sue Bevin over
troubled Kentucky pensions
By MORGAN WATKINS
The Courier-Journal
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A joyous and happy life ended when Wilma
Agnes Love Lyons died on Wednesday, Nov.
30,
2016,surrounded by her loving family.
She was the first child born to A. Wheeler and
Lona C. Love on Oct. 16, 1929,in Stewart County,
Tennessee. Agnes married Ora Lee Lyons on Nov.
22, 1947,and together they raised four daughters.
In addition to her parents and her husband,Agnes was preceded in death by a son-in-law, Ronnie
L. Boyd,and a granddaughter,Emily N. Boyd.
Agnes had an incredible work ethic and was
Lyons
employed in the past at the hosiery mill, the glove
factory, the garment factory, Curlee's Clothing and finally retiring
from Fisher Price.
Agnes was full of life and made friends everywhere she went.
She was a talented quilter and seamstress and loved University of
Kentucky basketball and teaching each of her grandchildren to fish
at Kentucky Lake. She was a member of Glendale Road Church of
Christ where she was active in the Young N' Hearts class and enjoyed many hours working at the Caring and Sharing Center.
Agnes is survived by four daughters, Shirley L. Blackburn and
husband, Walt; Donna L. Boyd; Connie L. Evans and husband Larry; and Bonnie L. Davis and husband John. She is also survived
by her grandchildren; Stacy B. Bell and husband, Jeremy; Andrew
E. Blackburn and wife, Jenni; C. Clay Blackburn and wife Emily;
Mallory E. Bybee and husband,Josh; J. Tyler Davis,Ryan M.Davis,
Lauren D. Howard and husband, Brandon; Garrison L. Evans and
Chelsea L. Boyd. Her great-grandchildren are Mary-Peyton Bell,
Jackson Bell, Evan Blackburn, Rory Blackburn, Julia Blackburn,
Auden Howard, Clare Howard, Makenna Howard and baby Bybee
due in May 2017. She is also survived by her sister, Betty Love Travis and her brother, Jerry W. Love.
The funeral services will at 10 a.m.on Friday, Dec.2,2016,at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Burial will follow in the Fort Donelson National Cemetery in Dover,Tennessee. Visitation will be from
4-8 p.m. on Thursday. Dec. 1,2016,at the funeral home. Pallbearers
will be Jeremy Bell, Andrew Blackburn, Clay Blackburn, Garrison
Evans,Josh Bybee and Brandon Howard.
Agnes was adored by her family and friends who she kept laughing and shared her joy with every day of her life. If you would like
to honor her memory, please make a donation to the Sharing and
Caring Center at the Glendale Road Church of Christ, 1101 Glendale
Road, Murray,KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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hick accidents, fires caused by
heaters or due to carbon monoxide poisoning from the improper
use of generators during power
outages. Severe winter storms
can impact a community for
days, weeks or even months.
"Winter brings the threat of
all types of hazardous weather,
from heavy snow, ice and cold,
to thunderstorms and flooding,"
said Shawn Harley, the meteorologist in charge at the Jackson,
Kentucky, Weather Forecast Office. "Being prepared and stay-
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HILLIARD LYONS

1712 St Rt. 121 N Suite Di Murray. KY 42071
270-753-3366 I 800-444-1854
Hours: 8:00 itm -500 p m M-F
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Eggnog
Murder
by Leslie Meier,
Lee Hollis,
Barbara Ross
'Tis the season for Christmas
reading at the Calloway County Public Library! This week,
CCPL celebrates the season
with "Eggnog Murder" by Leslie Meier,Lee Hollis and Barbara Ross, a holiday-themed cozy
mystery trio.
"Eggnog Murder" is first in
the collection and features Meier's Lucy Stone. When Lucy
Stone and her co-workers prepare for Tinker Cove's annual
holiday stroll, they never imagined that the gift-wrapped bottle
of eggnog they serve will prove
lethal to a local official. Within
minutes of drinking the holiday
beverage, Tinker Cove's Conservation Commission Chairman Dorcas Phillpott is dead.
The eggnog, allegedly sent
from the Real Beard Santa Club,
was clearly meant to kill someone, but who? Lucy Stone's
Christmas won't be merry until
she discovers the killer.
"Death by Eggnog" follows
and stars Hayley Powell,Hollis'
food and cocktails columnist.
There was certainly no love
lost between Hayley Powell
and Jessup Memorial Librarian
Agatha Farnsworth. In fact, not
many Bar Harbor community members found the caustic,
critical librarian endearing, but
would someone want her dead?
When Agatha has a fatal, and
suspicious, allergic reaction to

I

supposedly nondairy
eggnog,
Hayley steps in
to solve the mystery.
Third in the
collection
is
"Nogged Off' by
Barbara Ross.For
Imogen Geinkes,
Julia Snowden's
tenant, the holidays are anyV
thing but merry.
First, her eggnog
that she poorly
"Killer
named
Eggnog" gives
all her co-workers food poisoning at the holiday
party, then her
boyfriend's body
is found in Julia's
moving truck as she's headed back to Busman's Harbor.
A cold-blooded killer is on the
loose, and Julia has to get moving to catch him.
"Eggnog Murder" is perfect
for an afternoon or evening of
Christmas season reading. Grab
a cup of tea or cider, switch on
the Christmas lights and enjoy!
Meier is the New York Times
bestselling author of over 20
Lucy Stone mysteries. Hollis
is the pen name for the brother-and-sister writing a team of
Rick Copp and Holly Simason.
Ross is the author of the "Maine
Clambake Mysteries."
Find this and other great
Christmas cozies at the Calloway County Public Library
at 710 Main St. in Murray and
online at www.callowaycountylibrary.org.
Yon will have a great time on
your visit to CCPL on Sunday
when CCPL officially kicks off
the holiday season. The after-

LESLIE
MEIER
LE E 101 I
BAR fit\ k/!/14-.
Pc- Y—,4

EGGNOG
MURDER
noon will begin with a holiday
author event with Ashton Lee,
author of the bestselling "Cherry Cola Book Club Series." Lee
will speak about the creation of
the series, including the newest
installment, entitled "Queen of
the Cookbooks," which was released on Nov. 29.
"Queen of the Cookbooks,"
Book 5 in the series, is particularly special to all of us at CCPL
as CCPL Director Mignon Pittman's cheeseball recipe is featured in both the plot and the
recipe section of the book.
The author event will be
followed by a Holiday Open
House hosted by the Friends of
the Calloway County Public Library from 3 to 4 p.m. Friends
of the Calloway County Public
Library are preparing an array
of delicious delectables inspired
and created from recipes in
Lee's books. Community members are cordially invited to stop
by CCPL for an afternoon of
holiday fun. •

In My Heart
by Dr. Roger Weis
(from "Sea Change")

Oh God of grace,of peace and
As a child, I remember an old,
comfort. See their pain, relieve
old song
' I see the moon and the the anguish of their hurt.
Fear's dark grip pulling tight
moon sees me'
where you smile
its hold on plans and dreams yet
where you breathe
to unfold, knows not Your powNights I need comfort
er of love and grace, or it would
Nights I long
where the summer
I sing to the moon wild and shame to show its face.
we met
Fear,subside your stifling self
free
from hindering hearts and
never ends.
Lullaby the 'slipper' or the blinding them to hope and help.
one full of gold
Let them breathe and feel the
Where I see you all the time
Appearing suspended mid warmth of healing hands and
and where you'll al- dark blue night time
whispered hope.
ways be.
Hope, lend yourself freely to
Oh moon you have seen what
the prophets foretold
live within the hearts so blind
Where the sun will
For the solace of God's love with fear, and then
always shine,
light up the darkness of dread
there is no rhyme
the sand
and doubt with rekindled faith,
is always warm
And when I sleep wrapped in moving those two out.
Faith, keep growing so that
peaceful glory
and your kisses
Thanksgiving for love
prayers ascend of thanksgiving
always bring me to my
and the moon above
for life and love and hearts that
knees.
With it's presence assured 'til mend.
dawn kisses
Hearts, open wide, believe There are places
With ever-renewing mir- believe! Release the fear, bid
in my heart.
acles
darkness leave.
Oh sing a lullaby.
Leave room to breathe - cry,
pray, hope and dream, and
breathe. For there's only so
much room within, so keep
His hope as your best friend.
To submit poetry to "Creative Corner," email your work with your
Lord, our Friend, when times
name and contact information to dbatteiger@murrayledgercom
are bad or when they're good,
or composing@murrayledgercom. The Murray Ledger & Times
fill hearts with peace where chareserves the right to reject any submissions based upon length,
os stood.
language and subject matter.
There are places
in my heart
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Photo provided
Mike Love and Cathy Elliot from Ronald McDonald
House Charities presented
Karen Balzer (far left) and
Jessica Reimer (second
from the left) of the Jackson Purchase Dance Company with a grant for Arts
In Education Programming.
Also pictured are students
from Wing° Elementary.
JPDC will be presenting
four dances at the Robert
0. Miller Conference Center in Murray on Friday at 6
p.m. as a part of the Murray
Dickens Alley event.

Chain of Hope
by Patricia Ward

Lullaby The Moon
by Georgia Carole Douglas
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DEBBIE BATTEIGEFVLedger & Times
The cast of the Playhouse in the Park's "Beauty and the Beast" assembled at a recent
rehearsal. The group of actors have been rehearsing since October.

Tickets going fast for'Beauty and the Beast'
By DEBBIE
BATTEIGER
dbattelger@murrayledger.
COM

When Playhouse in the Park
decided to perform "Beauty and
the Beast" for the Murray com-

Ledop Tirne,s wants to rue
certail that Sonta receives your letter. Send it to us to,
Olt here in our spec,ial section at no chot. Be sure to
include your name and your parent's names
DEADLINE IS DECEMBER 16TH!

Please mail Of bring in to the office: Murray Ledger & Times I PO Box 10401 Murray, KY 42071
or email to mit.morrayledger.com • 270-753-1916

munity,it was faced with a problem.
Lisa Cope, executive director
for PIP and director of the play
that opens Dec. 8,said the problem they had was a good one.
"We had 128 (actors) audition for a part in 'Beauty and
the Beast.' We've never had
that many audition for one
play," Cope said. "Because of
the strength of the folks who
auditioned, we decided to double-cast the lead roles - all except for the part of Lumiere."
All in all, she said that the
play boasts 58 cast members, of
which 18 are children. Cope said
53 children auditioned to be in
the show.
She said that she and the
board of PIP have wanted to do
the show for some time.
"There's an appeal to this
show. I can't tell you how many
people - not just families with
children - have already bought
tickets," Cope said. "Some of
the shows are already sold out."
She said that there are still
tickets available. Classes from
Murray Elementary School and
East Calloway Elementary will
be attending the show.
Cope said that there is an excitement about performing this
show.
"The rights were pulled for
several years (so we couldn't
perform it)," she said. "Finally,
they released it. Interestingly,
when we got the contract, we
were told that we couldn't talk
about it until a specified date.
There was a tour of 'Beauty and
the Beast' that went to Paducah.
The day after the tour ended, we
could talk about it."
She said that the timing
couldn't be better for the show
to come to PIP.
"Now there's a live action
'Beauty' movie to be released in

March," she said.
Cope said that the story of
"Beauty and the Beast" is a "tale
of its time."
Matthew Youngblood, who
plays "the Beast" in Cast B,said
that the story is Belle's, but his
character is interesting.
"He is misunderstood. He
was cursed at a young age," he
said. "The show is about Belle,
but the Beast is trying to redeem
himself."
Brad Brauser, Cast A's "the
Beast," said the there is a
time-tested theme the audience
will take away from the show.
"You should never judge a
person based upon how you
look; it's a universal truth," he
said.
Josh Brower's character of
"Lumiere" is a fun one to portray, he said.
"He has a reputation among
the other objects in the show. As
much as he is a candle and a flirt,
he genuinely has a good heart,"
he said."We have a really strong
cast and the story - a Disney I'm a fan of, and I think the audience will be,too."
Brower said that Disney's
"Beauty and the Beast" is widely known and it is fun to portray
such beloved characters.
"Most people have seen the
movie, but on the stage, you get
to see the real emotion," he said.
"I love it."
Cast B will perform on Dec.
8 and 10, and Dec. 16 and 18.
Cast A will perform Dec.9 and
11 and Dec. 15 and 17. Thursday, Friday and Saturday shows
will begin at 7 p.,m. and Sunday
shows at 2:30 p.m.
For more information or for
tickets, visit the Playhouse at the
Park at 701 Gil Hopson Drive,
Murray; call 270-759-1752; or
visit
www.playhousemurray.
org.•
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BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY
Niciti Peach
ALWAYS

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

Tire

UI

40% Discount 3rd Run.
Mil 3 Ad6 Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday
(Shopping Guide)

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

1411E1

or less Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:
$.12 per word per day.

tv,

Times
to place
your ad
here!

will be conducted at
Rd 6 Murray, KY eant

2021

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any
submitted matter

Ofterkess

270-753-1916

Help Wanted

High School Diploma/GED required
Valid driver's license and must be able to get CDL
Class A license
1-3 yrs previous environmental experience preferred
Ability to perform field work 100^4 of the time
Ability and willingness to travel if necessary
OSHA 40 hr HAZWOPER Training is a plus
Willing to train right candidate

INC,

We are looking for an
outgoing professional to
assist customers for local
store in friendly, family
oriented environment.

Send resumes to: Seth Roberts P 0 Box 513,
Calvert City, KY 42029

NJ BER
OP3

-o

A
GARAGE
DOORS

Hill Electric
Since 1W
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
wvs hillelectric corn

812 Whitnell Avenue • Murray

HALLS WASTE
MANAGEMENT

BATTERIES

270-753-3853

OF

weekly & special pickups
locally owned/operated
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

MURRAY
24/ 7 Service

200
Poplar
Street

The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative is now accepting
applications for the position of
College and Career Rtofessional Learning Coach.
The primary responsibility in thri position is to work with west Kentucky
school district leaders to support pre-employment activities for students
currently receiving special education services.

H&H Guns

I

I

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

I
I

Used stove, fridge,
carpeting, windows,
doors, electric baseboard heaters, gas
heaters, A/C units, etc.
270-753-4109.
150
Articles
For Sale
2011 Carry-on Cargo
Trir. 6.5x16 bed.
Brakes,
Elect.
15"wheels+spare25/16" hitch, 70000;GW
Dbl/Sngl Doors, Int.
Light. Good Condition.
270-436-5094
French provincial bedroom suite. old fashioned turqsoise and
natural dresser and
painted
bench,
dressing
turquoise
table, dart green swivel bedroah chair. Call
270-753,8004. Located
in Murray Large variety
of deccre.
Lift Oaair with battery
backip. Dark Tan $150
call 270-762-1024

htioizolialtications Required:
sity
ureate degree from an accredited c
• A
dents
• A rrilfilMum of five (5) years of expehence in w
with disabilities
• Experience in developing and delivering professional development to
educational professionals
Preferred Qualifications:
• Expehence working,in a collaborative team environment
• Evidence of ability to communicate effectively in oral and written
communication

Hill Appliance
Repair

270-917-1980

Serving
West Kentucky

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

For all your storage convenience
CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
ohiamty Uwe & Lock - 1611 N.12th St.
•MBC Storage - 1900 N. lath

Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

& DEBRIS REMO% A:

Light, Electricity and 24/7 Santillana
•LICE5ISED

•Gadand Rental Boat & Miai-Store - Hwy.94E
Climate Control
IET GARLAND TAKE(ARE OF YOUR STORAGE NEEDS!
1900A N. 12th St. P.O. Box 65 Murray, KY42071
Offtre -270-7532905 fax 270-753-9505

• garlandrentals,.gmaiLcom
460
Homes For Sale

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT AND COMPENSATION:
240 days maximum per year. Compensation commensurate with the
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative Certified Salary Schedule.

Ron Frame
(270)227-3140
(270)474-0323

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING

. ROZ •
NOW—P

Patty Grable, Special Education Director
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
201 Hogancamp General Services Building
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3318.
Application deadline, Friday, December 16, 2016
Inquires should be directed to Patty Grable at 270 809 6980, or via
email, to patty.grable@wkec.org
The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative is an equal opportunity
employer.

partments For Rent

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available!
Call 270-753-9999

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

Visit us online at
sww.SEiGproperty corn
or
www murraykvrentals corn

Spacious
5 Bedroom,
4 Bath Home

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

340
Houses For Rent

Misti Meadows
subdivision next to
Oaks Country Club.
Newly remodled
basement,
New furnace and
water heater.

Commerical Prop. For Rent
Nice 2Br, 2Ba Duplex
with garage. Call
270-227-7414
University Heights
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for 1BR & 2BR Rental
Assisted Apartments
Tue & Wed., 8-2:30
1734 Campbell St. 270759-2282
Heanng Impaired only
1-800-648-6056.
Handicap accessible
Equal Housing
Opportunity tip
EOE
CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS

2BR, 2 full bath
duplex, all appliances ,
washer & dryer, cable
& water are furnished
Pet Friendly. 700/
month. 104 Park St.
270-753-2225.
270-227-0836
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
270-753required.
4109.
2Bd, woodfloors, NO
$425
clean
pets,
month, Call 270-293
6070

4J

1

Ir

1, 3, & 4BR houses to
rent. Lease/deposit
required. Call 270-7534109
NEWLY
decorated
3BR 2BA home in
county. C/H/A. No pets.
$650/Month Rent $500
deposit.
Call 270-293-7019.
NICE farm house,
C/H/A, 2br, lba,
$500 +Deposit
Call after 7:00pm 270759-1204

Building,
METAL
88x40ft, 12ft walls,
3 10x1Oft overhead
doors, Located: 406
Sunberry Circle,
Murray. Call 270-43E2935
380
Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
410
Public Sale

Storage Rentals

RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
security lighting,
newly remodeled.
27 761-7557
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secuhty alarmed
•Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E MAIN ST
270i753-6266
HOURS

I
I.R„.„ie„„aucommerrial •
FALL SCRUB TRIMMING.

-

Interested candidates must submit a resume of professional and
educational experience and a letter of interest to:

3 bedroom brick, 2 ful
bath, fenced back yard,
bile
.11Homes For Sale
1BR from $345
central air with gas
2BR from $375
heat, 1 1/2 car garage,
1900 Champion Mobile
270-753-8556
bonus room, close to
Home. 3BR 28A on
1505 Duiguid Dr.
Murray High School,
4th
104
corner lot.
TOO 1-800-545-1833 ert283
Call
S1,000/month.
Street Hazel. $13,000.
j 270-293-9610.
j
ThIP tn,1441011 I,
Call after 5pm 2703Bd, 1 1/2Ba, Carport,
435-4280. Reasonable
j
back yard, large
fenced
Offers_
family room, for rent
280
$1000mth +deposit
Mobile Homes For Rent
lAcbile Homes For Rent
call 270-293-8684
627 Wiswell Rd. 38R,
Appliances,
2Ba,
L.001. ING FOP A nrEA- PLACE IC -1VE
Washer/dryer hook-up,
COX MEADOWS AND COACH ESTATES
C/H/A Gas/Elect., NO
MOBILE HOME COMIPuNcr
Lawn
Care
Pets,
For
Provided.
Appointment Call 731445-4130
731-3630428
NEW House 38R 2BA,
new appliances, water,
garbage and sewage
included. Next to
Murray Hospital.
No pets. $1100 Month
(270-436-2690.

9

'

Backed by our family's 130. years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co

FALL LEAF CLEAN UP I

FULL Time & Part
Times Positions at
Friendly Liquor. Apply
at 401 Sycamore St.
Murray.

Now hiring for inside
sales person for wholesale lumber yard. 7-5
Moday-Friday. Must
have good penmanship, good communication skills and people
skills. Prefer previous
experience.
sales
Rhodes
Apply
at
Supply Company in
Cuba 9797 St. Rt. 303
Mayfield, KY 42066.
Pay based on experience.

5pecl,thet 5i.Fi.ners rh -f

80 Units A Size rtlilt
24/7 Surveillance•

Employment Opportunity

,
chanenced cooks.
S tttf now hi
T
servers, hastes and dishwashers Apply at Tom's
Grill after 1Pm.
140
FULL OR PART time
Want to Buy
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
Cash paid for good,
person after 7:00PM.
used guns
No phone calls.

irne,

Pre-ArrartOemr,

Or via email seth.robertsOghd.com

Excellent benefits package
includes Health Ins. 401K,
paid vacation & holidays.
Salary commensurate
w/experience.
Apply in person at Murray
Supply 206 East Main St.
Mu
VA..
iS&LS
0 PH

Matthew

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

Services Offered

Qualifications:

Full-time Position
Showroom Associate

PAPA Johns Pizza of
Murray, KY is now
accepting applications
for the following positions:
Delivery Drivers
-Must be at least 18yrs
of age.
-Reliable Vehicle
-Proof of Insurance
-Acceptable Motor
Vehicle Reports
Please apply online at
jointeampapa.corn
General Manager &
Shift
Part-Tlme
Leaders please send
resume to:S. Harris
1236 Barkridge Circle
Hopkinsville, KY 42240

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

Responsibilities include:
Operate pump pulling unit
Pump installation and troubleshooting
Ability to operate small backhoes & forklifts
Jobsite housekeeping
Welding & torch operation

060

SPRING HIll Suites
Opening Soon !
Now Hiring
All Positions.
Apply at Kentucky
Career Center 3415
Hwy 641 North,
Murray, KY

PRE-PLANNING

GliD has an opening in our Calvert City, KY office
for an Environmental Technician.

THE Murray Ledger & Times considers as sources roll&aka, but inaciarecies cici occur. Readers using this information do so at their own risk. Arthough persons arid companies mentioned herein are believed to be reputable.
The Murray Ledger & Times, nor any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

LOCAL organization is
seeking applicants for
a part-time position to
handle financial
matters. Minimum of
10 years accounting
experience including
accounts receivables,
accounts payable,
payroll and non-profit
accounting. Quickbook
s experience preferred.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040 M Murray,
KY 42071

ihank you for your business'

msedimel,4ss1, amd mateleing 4111k

olphtire.com/careers
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270-753-9224

Call
Murray Ledger

USO

$335 mars for Smart Saver
Mori Classifieds into Smart Saver)

Ov.ned'Operateil by The r.1,

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

•
•
•

1111111111111==111111111111111
$6.15 First Day- 20 words

SUPPLY COMPANY,

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum

FM

$10.00 Colman Inch.,60% DIscount 2nd Run,

hde, believe the fear, bid

breathe - cry,
dream, and
re's only so
hin, so keep
)est friend.
d, when times
they're good,
ice where cha-

270-753-1916

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
Murray Ledge,fr Times lair
nestling Act Notice

nal estate adverti-ed herein
subjed to the Federal Fan
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any mkt
or discrimination N..\I on race oior. reti,
gam. sei., handicap. fsimt.al ga-

I

make any wish prefer•
owes. Itmitabons or discrimination
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of mAl estate ba.ed on factors in
addition to those irtotrcted
under federal law
We %ill kneennglv AwiT4 An,
athettur% for red eciate rhx..41

.

Owned/I /perated I
• Lin. A his,
Call Terry at
j
270-33
49-680

I ocally

•

L-...

•

•

Lam
•TrIrriming Tree
Removal
'Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates
270-753-TREE .
(8733)

GOOD FOR INVESTMENT PROPERTY
FOR 1ST TIME
BUYER
270-978-5588

4//_,FAggleiliareiYatiect

Industrial/Commercial/Residential
lames C. Gallimore
WWW.OECMUKRAY.COM

(270) 759-0890

Used Cars
Chevrole,
1966
Corvette C2 StingRay,
speed
coupe,
4
silver
327/300HP,
interior,
pearl/black
$18000. marilynburkett70@gmail.corn /
270-594-3121
530
Services Offered
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

- Full Service Lawn,Care & Landscapinl FALL LEAF REMOVAL AND CLEAN UP

Free Estimates

270-227-2367

David's Home
GARY W. DICK
Improvement
ELECTRIC
LLC
Licensed &
Insured

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Rernodetng & Fildrrting

270-293-3248

WE Do Irsurance Work
r
&
Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Homes For Sale

3 Bedroom Brick Home
Completely remodeled
(Including all new stainless steel appliances)

KENTUCKY LAKE
REMODELING.COM
All Aspects of
Remodeling
•Hapne briprro ewes
'Rath Kache,,
•Drv.all •Painntig
•Tile *Flooring •Dereits

Great Location: 515 Whitnell, Murray
I

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

MON-FRI

8O0-I2.00

Over 28 Years
Experience

61111/ 7

is not in violation of the law. All

SATURDAY

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

GaIllmore Electrical Contractors. LLC

ref...oils are beret"; informed
that all dwelluw advernred are
available on an equal opportv•
has*
' Lather assistance with Fair
ii lising Advertising requirements, contact NSA Courted
Rene P /Adam,(ID) MA-1001)

800-4 00

I

Call 270-752-0477

All

fur, or national origin, tit intention Iv

•

Year Septic Needs
Detaliation
& Pamir
Dirt, Grove,
White Rock,
Said &Mulch
(270)293-8686

All

Call for appointment to see: 270-226-3060

gruyere/ •Sr Ditcount
.Free Estimates
'Member of "A - Rating
Os, Ante '• lasr
270-436-5959
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-
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REAL ESTATE AUCTION

3n:1 2018 • 1000

•

Taik Years•

ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION

Location: 415 Murray Paris Rd., Murray, KY 42071

1620 NORTH 16Th STREET

V.

Thursday Evening December 15th At 6:00 P.M.
Seta, 7totaustc441,141 ?woe"
"74 nott,t1:428
;
Near 1485 And
Sutton Road "Fulton County"
"Lower Bottom" Hickman, Kentucky
Fan Tla Wog Ecte Of ifickman, At The Jct 01 Ifiry34 .1 1099 Take Hwy 94 W 4.5 Miles
To
Fit Prom!N 1.5 Ales To Levee -Sutton Re Proceed On WI lilt

MURRAY, KY 42071
SATURDAY DECEMBER 10ni 2016 • 1000 A.M.

-1 7'2 — 93. /Mc
s
In 4 Tracts And In Combinations

1 38 Prolfri
ACME.

,Vitewdeee-terAe alretsasejaa4/01

-

BRICK HOME & ..4
........t
TOBACCO BARN
IN 5 TRACTS & Froro Murray Take KY-121 South 1 Afria Thoo Torn RApt
INATIONS! 1497 Muf^afr Pare Rd And Proceed To &aka,Srte Sroras Poste&
On li,

COMB

OPEN TILLABLE FARMLAND! WOODLANDS & TIMBER!
BUILDING SITES!EXCELLENT LOCATION JUST MINUTES
TO SHOPPING,RESTAURANTS & MURRAY STATE!
REAL ESTATE TRACTS: Tract 1* A 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath Brick Home
Featuring Living Room, Kitchen w/Breakfast Area, Mudroom & WoodBurning Stove & A Tobacco Barn On 4.01 Acres Tract r 104.05 Acres
Tract a• 4 31 Acres Tract 4* 13.07 Acres Tract 5* 9 85 Acres
TIMBER CRUISE ON TRACT 2 — VALUED AT $28,253.00

IF AL FR 1W1 R_ fft. IN EN
Outstanding Hunting - Areas Of Timber
Real Estate: Nice 4 bedroom, 3 bath, brick home sitting on approximately
2 acre lot with kitchen, large living area, utility room, full basement with
kitchenette, and bath, 2 car carport with paved dnveway.
GREAT LOCATION
Any house built poor to 1978 could contain lead base paint A 10 day post
inspection wavier will be part of the purchase contract. Make inspections prior to
day of auction. Terms of real estate is 10% down of purchase price day of auction
with balance in 45 days with passing of deed. Any announcement made day of
auction take precedence over pnnted material or any other oral statements made.
Auction company or owners not responsible for accidents

l':11. 1.:S'1"1TE & 11•1"I'lliN

1.4 Ill
e•

ADULT
Make a Connection. Real People,
Flirty Chat. Meet singles right
now! Call Livelinks. Try it FREE.
Call now. 1-888-979-2264.

x.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Advertise your JOB OPENING,
EVENT, ITEMS FOR SALE, AUCTION etc. in this newspaper plus
85 other newspapers in KY for
only $250 Save time and money
by making one call for all! For
more information, contact the
classified department of this
newspaper or call KPS 1-502223-8821, email:
sparryakypress.com
$4000 CASH! Newspaper
Sponsored - Local Shopping
Survey. Enter to win now, go to
www.pulsepoll.corn

DATING
Tired of the same old dating
sites? Meet real people in your
area & make a new connection
on your terms! 18+ Only. Call 1800-782-1539

WWW.darrellbeaneauctions

800-380-4318

HEALTH SERVICES
ATTENTION VIAGRA and
CIALIS Users! A cheaper alternative to high drugstore prices! 50
Pill Special - $99 FREE Shipping!
100 Percent Guaranteed. Call
Now: 1-800-490-2790.

HELP WANTED
Drive with Uber. No experience is
required, but you'll need a
Smartphone. It's fun and easy.
For more information, call: 1-800767-0953

MOBILE HOMES FOR SALE
REPOSSESSED mobile homes.
Move in ready. No rent option, but
buying could be cheaper than
rent! Owner financing on select
homes with approved credit. 859977-3970

WE SELLING MACHINE

FILFtICj
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Call Nicki Today
Let me Advertise your...
• Legals
• Used Cars
• Auctions

Darrell Beane Auctioneer
Lynn Grove. KY
270-435-4420 OR 270-227-3959
KYSI P2248 TN# 2493 Firm 5815

111

FARM FOR SALE
164 ACRES, Butler County,
Kentucky, for sale by owner. Fixer
Upper House. Road frontage, 2
barns, timber, 3 lakes. Great for
cattle or crops. 270-999-2222

AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466

ft

DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONS

.401
fIr141 A1611•Iel.

101e.NAFI HARRIS 1'w-ow.")
AtarlY04,,• Tr NE537
Lima si a, as $0.1h • allarh•lo
•%C66
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"
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JAMES Ft- CASH
"/V,E

FOR ALL YOUR AUCTION NEEDS CONTACT:
DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONEER 270435-4420 OR 270-227-3959

2.

Buyer's Premium Will Be Added To The F cal Bid And Included in The Contract Pnce Make
Your Inspections Pnor To Day Of Sale Buyer Wig Be Requeed To Skin A Lead Based Paint
D,sclosure Wamng The Opportunity To Conduct A 10 Day Post Sale Inspection
f*.1

Wascret•cm Willetas ee•eire we 77s
•
Hiciuran Country Pub 2779 St Rt 125, Hickman, KY

Shea Sykes Real Estate Broker 270-293-3181
Darrell Beane Auctioneer 270-435-4420

VISIT HARRISAIXTIONS.COM FOR COMPLETE LISTING DETAILS & PHOTOS!

Vg.IT

10% Down Day Of Auction, Balance In 30 Days - No Buyer's Premium!

Real Estate will be handle in conjuction with
SBG Real Property Professionals.

REAL ESTATE SELLS ABSOLUTE TO THE HIGHEST 11100ER /0'10:00 AIM
AUCTION HELD AT MURRAY COUNTRY CLUB AT
2200 COLLEGE FARM RD., MURRAY, KY 42071
• 21

Selling With A New Certified Survey!!
Tract 1 - 53.52 Acres - Tract 2 - 58.74 Acres
Tract 3- 58.89 Acres - Tract 4 - 1.78 Acres
A Total Of 135.5 Acres FSA Wheat - Corn - Soybean Base'
Selling At Absolutes Auction

Dr. Randy
mumy State
day with a pi
ed by local au

• Rentals
• Lost Pet
• Yard Sales

• Help Wanted
• Storage
• Homes for Sale

& Much More !!! 270-753-1916
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SERVICES
DISH TV - BEST DEAL EVER!
$49.99/mo. Plus $14.99/mo
Internet (where available). FREE
Streaming FREE Installation.
FREE HD-DVR. 1-800-417-8079.
TRUCK DRIVERS HELP
WANTED
APPLY NOW! CDL Drivers in
High Demand' Get your CDL
Training in 16 days at Truck
America Training and go to work!
State WIOA Grants and VA
Benefits Accepted. Tuition
Financing Available if qualified
1st yr. avg. $40,000 per ATA
(502)955-6388 or (866)244-3644

Today In

Contact Nicki at 270-753-1916
for more Information!

CLASS A CDL FLATBED DRIVERS, NEW PAY SCALE •NEW
389 Pete's -Trucks set @ 70MPH
'Starting pay up to .52 CPM
-Health Ins. •401K 'Per Diem Pay
'Home Weekends. 800-648-9915
or www.boydandsons.com
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Sam Smith
September 8, 2015
7 lbs • 12 oz • 21"

HOME WEEKENDS! $1,000 sign
on bonus. Regional flatbed. No
tarp freight. Excellent pay and
benefits. Owner/Ops welcome. all
800-554-5661, ext 331. www.tlxtransportiobs

Joe & Judy Smith

BABY B

GAME CENTER
Say 'HAPPY BIRTHDAY'
•
to someone special!

John Doe
7years old • 2-4-15

ACTUAL AD SIZE!

SUDOKU
Concept a SudoKui

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers. The object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
of the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday
By Dave Green

Answer to previous puzzle

2
8
5
3

1
4
7
6
9

Difficu ty Level ***

6
9
3
2
5
7
8
4
1

4
7
1
8
6
9
3
2
5

8
6
2
7
4

7 1
5 3
4 9
6 5
9 8
1 3 2
5 2,4
9 1 7
3 8 6

9 5 3
2 4 1
7 8 6
1 9 4
3 7 2
5 6 8
6 1 9
8 3 5
4 2 7
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CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 Silent
worker
5 Pile up
10 Second
U.S.
president
12 1972
Elton John
hit
13 Accumulated
14 Forsaken
15 Friend of
Fidel
16 Emergency
phone
18 Center of
activity
20 Singer
Shannon
21 Pitcher
Hershiser
23 Hosp.
sections
24 Program
lines
26 Water
whirl
28 Prohibit
29 Fair
31 Verb for
you
32 Skiing
showoff
36 Site of
political
turmoil
39 Stunned
wonder
40 O'Connor's
successor
41 Barbera's
partner
43 Office
notes

44 Horse

opera
45 Skilled
46 Towel
word
DOWN
1 Proces-

sion
2 Pocatello's

Yesterday's answer
17 Poem of
30 Cry of
Edouard
praise
surprise
19 Physique, 33"Divine
4 Outback
slangily
bird
Comedy"
22 South
5 Louver
writer
Africa
piece
34 Title
neighbor
6 Relate
holder
24 Sang
7 Steered
35 Bike
seasonal
clear of
parts
songs
8 Moore's
37 Termipredeces- 25 Former
nate
27 Period
sor
38 Fence
9 Prepares 28 Grand
part
(Atlantic
to propose
42 Checkup
island)
11 Globes
sound
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3 Painter

1

2

3

4

10

5
11

6

7

8

9

34

35

12

13
14._
16

15
18

17

19

20

21
24

22

25

26

28

29

31
36
40
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27
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41
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Teo years ago
Dr Randy Dunn's presidency at
Murray State University began today with a press conference attended by local and regional leaders.
A Murray State University ground
maintenance work crew is shown
cutting up a large tree that was uprooted by high winds last night that
blocked Main Street until after 7
this morning.
Temperatures switched in 24 hours
with 66 degrees showing and then
29 degrees later in the day.
Will Ed Clark, general manager of
Murray's Western Kentucky Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers' Association, displays one of the organization's meeting books which dates
back to 1932. Clark has arranged
with Murray State University to
take over some of the association's
historical papers as the association
is ending its operations after serving
the people of western Kentucky and
west Tennessee since 1931.
Volunteers from First United
Methodist Church get a helping
hand from the Murray Fire Department to load hundreds and hundreds
of red, white and pink poinsettias
into the church's gymnasium.
Twenty years ago
Murray State University football
players are pictured celebrating the
school's first-ever Division 1-AA
playoff victory in a 34-6 win over
Western Illinois in Stewart Stadium
The team will now travel to Troy
State for a second round game.
Beginning next year, the First
United Methodist Church of Murray
will take on a new look. According
to FUMC Rev. Larry Daniel, the
church announced Sunday that it
has completed a capital funds crusade to build a $1.6 million two-story multi-purpose facility.
Linda White, a United States Department of Agriculture Tobacco
Division grader, is shown looking over Marvin McKinney's crop
during the tobacco auction at Humphries Loose Leaf Floor in Murray.
Floor manager Craig Alexander is
looking on. Over 370,000 pounds
of dark air-cured tobacco was sold
yesterday with the top-quality leaf
selling for $2.32 a pound.

Thirty years ago
Pictured are Murray High School
Academic Team members Debbie
Rutledge, Bill Maddox, Ricky Jobs
and Marty Scarbrough as they participate in the fourth President's Invitational Academic Tournament at
Murray State University.
Sophomore forward James Payne
scored seven points in Murray
High's 64-51 season-opening loss
to Paducah Tilghman. Mark West
was the Tigers' leading scorer with
15 points.
Forty years ago
Over 75 units are lined up for this
year's annual Murray Rotary Club
Christmas Parade on Dec.4,according to Bill Kopperud and Charles
Walston,co-chairmen.
In high school basketball, Murray
High beat Tngg County. High team
scorer was Bill McHugh for Murray.
Technical Sgt. Gary L. Yuill has
graduated from Aerospace Defense
Conunand Non-commissioned Officer Academy at Tyndall AFB, Florida.
Fifty years ago
Thomas G. Walker,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe R. Walker, enlisted in the
U.S. Air Force on Nov. 17.
Gary Boggess was recently named
the 1965-66 Meritorious Teacher
of High School Chemistry in Kentucky Lake Section of the American
Chemical Society. He has been a
teacher of chemistry and mathematics at Murray High School for four
years before going to Murray State
University to teach in the Chemistry
Department.
Sixty years ago
Charlotte Trevathan, senior, was
the only student in Murray Training
School who made a perfect score on
the National Office Management
Association spelling exam given
Nov. 28. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Gaylon Trevathan.'
Q.D. Wilson was honored at a retirement dinner on Nov. 27. He retired after 19 years and five months'
service with the Calloway County
ASCS Committee.

Wife's job at the gym has
husband in a sweat
DEAR ABBY: My wife and
I have been married for almost
11 years and have three children.
About four years ago my wife
cheated on me and left. After a sixweek split, we decided we wanted to work
things
out
Everything
was
great
-- until recently, when
she got a job
working at a
busy gym.
Several of
the guys from
the gym have
Dear Abby
added her on
by
Facebook
Abigail
and send her
messages.
Van Buren
They like all
her posts and
pictures. I work out there and when
I go in, I see her laughing and joking with them. This has all started
to bring me flashbacks to when she
cheated.
I tried talking to her about how
I feel, but she just says they are
my insecurity issues and I need to
deal with them. At this point, I'm
contemplating divorce so I won't
go through the same pain I went
through last time. I check her Facebook page constantly to see if she
has added any new guys and see
what comments they are leaving. I
know it's not healthy, and it makes
me constantly depressed.
My wife has no interest in marriage counseling, but tells me I
should seek professional help for
my issues. Is there any saving this
marriage, or is it time to move on?
-- THREATENED IN TEXAS
DEAR THREATENED: Part
of your wife's job is to be friendly to the members of that gym. It
doesn't mean that she's involved
with any of them outside of work.
The problem with jealousy and
insecurity is that unless they are
managed,they tend to feed on each
other and grow. While I can't ban-

Today in History
developed between John Quincy
Adams, Andrew Jackson, William
H. Crawford and Henry Clay.
In 1862, President Abraham Lincoln sent his Second Annual Message to Congress. in which he called
for the abolition of slavery, and
went on to say,"Fellow-citizens, we
can not escape history. We of this
Congress and this Administration
will be remembered in spite of ourselves."
In 1866, Welsh surveyor Sir
George Everest (EEV'-rihst), 79,
whose name had been conferred
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WHAT DO YOU
THINK OF
ALEXANDER'S
NEW SHOES,
DEAR?

DUSTIN(0
'
INTERESTING.. THI5 5AY5 THE
AVERAGE PERSON OVER FIFTY
GAINS HALF A POUND EVERY YEAR.
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I MEAN,
IT'S JUST A
LITTLE PAUNCH,
RIGHT?

MORE LIKE
A LITTLE
POOCH.

WHY A
POOCH?

BECAUSE IT SEEMS
TO f3E GROWING IN
POG YEARS..
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Dec. 2, 2016:
This year you make waves, whether you intend to
or not. You face change with a smile, as you know
and understand the power of transformation. You
also recognize that change is easier if you don't
fight it. If you are single, the person you choose
today could be different from whom you choose
later on. Avoid committing unless you are 100
percent sure. If you are attached, this year could
be a lot of fun if you and your significant other
remain flexible. Try to let go and just be yourselves.
CAPRICORN can be overly serious, which you
don't always appreciate.

3kup
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
5-Dynamic
1-Difficult
9
GARFIELD
JON SAW ME, AND
801 A LADDER

AND THEN
Cst.)ESS
WHAT?

35

PEANUTS
()0E9'T IT JUST
SORT OF ,AAKE
FEEL 600P MOUT
MINTHIN6?
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not weight (waist size is more
important than weight), and this
study didn't look at that either.
So, the researchers chose the
least appealing types of tracker
-- and found them less than compelling. That's not a fair way to
judge more-responsive and easier-to-use fitness trackers.
We say, keep your fitness tracker and get the most out of it by
setting goals, like a certain number of steps per day or running at
a certain pace for a set amount of
time. Set the timers and reminders. Download your accomplishments and follow your waist size,
not your weight. You might even
buy a tracker and a tape measure
for a friend so you can challenge
one another to hit your goals, or
start a friendly competition. Any
steps (on your way to 10,000 a
day, no excuses) you take to improve your health are good steps.

Mehmet Oz, M.D. is host of
"The Dr. Oz Show," and Mike
Roizen, M.D. is Chief Wellness
Officer and Chair of Wellness Institute at Cleveland Clinic. Email
your health and wellness questions to Dr. Oz and Dr. Roizen at
youdocsdaily(at sign)sharecare.
COM.

(c)2016 Michael Roizen,M.D.
and Mehmet Oz,M.D.

are quickly approaching. What are some fastfixes for,
the holidayfrenzy? Prep and planning are key.
* When giving toys and games, make sure you include the correct size and quantity offresh batteries:
with the gift.
* Save all instructions, warranties, receipts. packing slips and other paperwork associated with the gift
until you're sure it's a keeper.
* Unique wrapping paper makes a special gift all
the more special. Popular papers: Vintagev sheet musicfor music makers;paperfolded mapsfor travelers;
and the colorful Sunday comics make great wrapping
paperfor a child's gift.
* Make beautiful gift tagsfrom last year's greeting
cards.
* Finally, relax and enjoy this time with yourfamily
andfriends.
Heloise
CANDY-CANE USES
Dear Heloise: Here's how I use the tons of candy
canes that are around this time of year:
As stirrers for coffee, tea and hot chocolate.
Crush and sprinkle over ice cream.
Add to cookie dough and brownie batter (crush
thoroughly).
Add bits to frosting for cupcakes and cakes.
Take note of all the yummy flavors, not just peppermint.
-- Amy A. in California
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box 795000,San Antonio, TX 78279-5000,
or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise@Heloise.com. I can't answer your letter
personally but will use the best hints received in my
column.
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Q: I've been seeing a lot of
news lately about how fitness
trackers don't actually help you
lose weight. Are they really ineffective? Should I stop wearing
mine? -- Drew M.,Seattk
A: Millions of Americans are
using fitness trackers now, from
pedometers such as Omron to
Fitbit, the Apple Watch and dozens more. But a recent study published in the Journal of the American Medical Association that
followed 471 overweight adults
trying to lose weight over two
years found those who were given
a fitness tracker lost less weight
than those who had regular diet
and exercise guidance with no
tracker! The authors weren't sure
why the trackers were less effective, but speculated that just having a tracker might have made
people complacent.
So,is it time to trash the tracker? The answer is "no!" The
trackers used in that study were
different from the ones you wear
on your wrist and that most of
you love! The study's trackers
were worn on the arm and measured energy expenditure, but
not steps, one popular feature of
today's trackers. And many of the
trackers used in the study didn't
give instant feedback; you had to
go online to see your results. Plus,
initially people who get fit often
lose inches around the waist but

topic. Most research indicates
that it is legal to flash your
lights to warn drivers of moniby
tored speed zones; in fact, some
Heloise
states consider it protected free
speech!.
Some officers, however,could
cite you for misusing your lights. The bottom line is
that safety always is the most important thing, and
that is ultimately what the police are out to ensure.
Heloise
DETER THE DRAFT
Dear Heloise: I make my own draft blockers. I take
a mismatched sock(who doesn't have those?), insert a
paper towel or toilet-tissue roller in the sock (to use as
a funnel) and pour in dried beans or popcorn kernels
almost to the top. Tie a knot, and you're done. Line
'ern up and place at the base of drafty doors. -- Mary
S , Hammond, Ind.
Great way to save those energy dollars! -- Heloise
HOLIDAY QUICKIE HINTS
Dear Readers: Christmas, Hanukkah and Kwanzaa

A

A

Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren,also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her
mother, Pauline Phillips. Contact
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com
or PO. Box 69440, Los Angeles,
CA 90069.

Don't ditch the
fitness tracker

upon the mountain in Nepal by the SHOULD!BE A FLASHER?
Dear Heloise: I work in a small township in a resRoyal Geographical Society over
idential area. The police are out often, looking for
his objections, died in London.
In 1942, nationwide gasoline ra- speeders and people driving unsafely. After I pass an
tioning went into effect in the Unit- officer, I will FLASH MY LIGHTS at oncoming cars
to remind the driver to slow down and be aware of
ed States.
In 1955, Rosa Parks, a black their surroundings.
Of course, people should alseamstress, was arrested after reways drive safely, but I want to
fusing to give up her seat to a white
help other drivers be more in the
man on a Montgomery. Alabama.
moment and be more courteous
city bus; the incident sparked a yearon the road. What do you and
long boycott of the buses by blacks.
your readers think about this?
In 1969, the U.S. government
-- Michael B. in Central Pennheld its first draft lottery since
sylvania
World War II.
Michael, this can be a touchy

BABY BLUES®
0

DEAR ABBY: I take a maintenance pain pill for arthritis. 1 count
them every other day to make sure
that I'm not taking too many.
My daughter has been coming
to my house a lot lately, and -- not
every time, but off and on -- I'll
count my pills after she leaves, and
my count doesn't match the one
from the day before. Sometimes
I'm missing almost all of them, but
when I talk to my daughter and ask
if she took them, she always says
she didn't. If I ask nicely,"Are you
sure?" she accuses me of calling
her a liar.
I know she's taking them, but I
don't know what to do about her
lying to me about it. I really need
the pills for myself. The doctor
prescribes them only once a month,
and I know I'm going to run out.
What should I do? I don't want
to hurt my daughter's feelings, but
she. needs to stop taking my pills.
-- IN PAIN IN KANSAS
DEAR IN PAIN: Your daughter
may have become addicted to your
pain medication or be selling them
to people who are. It's time to start
keeping your pills under lock and
key. Once you do, your daughter
may be forced to come clean about
the lying -- or you may find you're
seeing a lot less of her than you
presently do.

Hints From Helots°

By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Dec. 1, the
336th day of 2016. There are 30
days left in the year.
Today's Highlights in History:
On Dec. 1, 1941, Japan's Emperor Hirohito approved waging war
against the United States, Britain
and the Netherlands after his government rejected U.S. demands contained in the Hull Note.
On this date:
In 1824, the presidential election
was turned over to the U.S. House
of Representatives when a deadlock

0

ish the suspicions from your mind,
some sessions with a licensed mental health professional might help
you to put them into perspective. It
may save your marriage. However,
if it doesn't case your mind, you
can always talk to a lawyer.

I MEAN, WHEN THE
SNOW IS COMING DOWN IN
616,FUZZY WHITE FLAKES,
N0800Y CAN BE REALLW
CRA..

I CAN!!

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You are willing to make big changes,
and you will benefit more from your willingness
than from the changes. Optimism wrrounds you.
Opportunity knocks on your door. You are quickwitted, and you move quickly as well.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Reach out to someone at a distance
with whom you are likely to have a rewarding
discussion. This person's opinions will be eyeopening, to say the least. You tend to see things
from a more conservative perspective.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** A close encounter or a high-powered
one-on-one discussion will leave you with quite an
impression. You could be rethinking a judgment
you made. A partner will do whatever he or she
needs to in order to convince you of his or her
rightness.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might want to rethink your plans,
especially if something comes up at work or with a
relative. One-on-one relating establishes just how
important a key person is. The unexpected could
occur when dealing with a boss or older relative.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** A close interaction and a tun moment will
put a smile on your face. Return calls to business
and/or personal associates, if you can. Good news

lies ahead. A conversation surrounding plans and
a project can be changed.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your creativity emerges in a different
way. Others note your ingenuity but might not be
ready to jump on your bandwagon. You could be
surprised by a choice a partner makes. Do not
judge; instead, accept that this person can be flaky
at times.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You will want a partner to change direction.
You might succeed, but don't expect this person to
open every door or head down every potential path
you suggest. Avoid trying out ideas or stances that
are likely to make most people crazy.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might want to hear more before
committing to a particular course of action. In fact,
you might want to reach out to a trusted friend
or associate for some feedback. Know that you
will have a lot of support when you make a final
decision.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Be careful with your spending. The
ramifications of going overboard could be much
greater than you initially had thought. You can't
predict future events or when and where you will
need to spend funds. A little caution goes a long
way.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You move in a way that reflects complete
understanding of an issue. Whatever your goal
is at the moment, you'll give it your full attention.
Others sense this quality of thoroughness in you,
which gives you an edge when leading a project.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You could be done with everything that is
going on and will want to hide in order to avoid
hearing one more problem or piece of gossip. Do
so, and you are likely to feel much better. Consider
taking the day off and turning off your phone.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Make up for lost time Sometimes you
sit back and wait for others to make decisions.
Know that you could take the lead if you wanted
to. Recognizing your desires will be instrumental to
your success in life.
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NCAA VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIP PREVIEW

Racers prepare for No. 10 Bruins in first round
By JEFF ARENZ
jarenz@murrayledger corn
Murray State has an enormous challenge when it meets
No. 10 seeded UCLA in the first
round of the NCAA Volleyball
Championship at 10 p.m. Friday
in Los Angeles.
The Racers (23-8), winners
of 15 straight matches,including
Ohio Valley Conference regular
season and tournament titles,
take on the Bruins (24-6), who
finished second in the Pac-12
Conference standings to regular
season champion Washington.
The Pac-12 does not conduct a
postseason tournament.
MSU head coach David
Schwepker said he prepared
his team by creating a difficult
non-conference schedule this
season. While Murray State lost
to Oregon (Pac-12), San Diego
State (Mountain West), IIli-

nois (Big Ten) and Butler (Big sons and its third all-time, is 0-2
East) in non-conference tour- all-time.
naments, it defeated Ball State
UCLA is making its 34th ap(Mid-American), Wright State pearance in the NCAA Cham(Horizon League) and Saint pionship and holds an all-time
Louis (Atlantic 10).
record of 85-30(739). Since the
"That was what we wanted field expanded to 64 teams in
to do. get some bigger match- 1998, the Bruins are 29-5 (.853)
es in," Schwepker said, "So, if in the first and second Rounds
we would have made it to the of the tournament, including
NCAA tournament, at least it's a perfect 17-0 in the opening
not shell shock. At least, we kind match. Including this season,
of know what we're getting our- UCLA has hosted the first and
selves into."
second Rounds for 11 of the last
The Racers and Bruins have 14 years. The Bruins are 22-2
one common opponent, Ore- (.917) in first and second Round
gon. The Ducks swept Murray home matches since 1998 and
State in three games at the Or- 47-6 (.887) in Los Angeles in
egon Tournament on Sept. 2. NCAA Championship contests.
UCLA defeated Oregon twice
The Racers are hitting .206
in the Pac-12 season, first in five as a team, averaging 13.94 kills,
games Oct. 12, and then in four 1.33 aces, 17.38 digs and 1.41
games Nov. 18.
blocks per set.
Murray State, which is playSenior Scottie Ingram, the
Murray State Athletics
ing in its second NCAA ChamThe Murray State Racers celebrate after winning an Ohio Valley Conference match this
pionship over the last three seaSee RACERS, Page 11 season at Racer Arena.
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PREP WRESTLING

MLB
TNT — L.A.C

!odors seek return trip to state

Players,
owners
McWherter expects CCHS to 'rise up' in second year reach early
labor deal
By BRYCE RUDD
brudd@murrayledger corn

Dickie Walls spent 12 years
building the Calloway County
High School wrestling program
since its inception, embellishing his heart and soul into every
building block.
Now his protege, Chris
McWherter, is keeping the torch
burning. Walls retired after 13
years of coaching the sport last
season. Fittingly, it was the same
year his son, Nick Walls, graduated from being the heart and
soul of the Lakers roster.
McWherter. an assistant for
six seasons under Walls, was
trusted with the keys to the program last season and he delivered one of the best seasons in
CCHS history in 2016.
Had the season ended before Feb. 19, no one would have
complained. Fortunately for the
Lakers, it was only the beginning.
McWherter took seven seniors to the KHSAA Individual
Wrestling State Tournament in
Lexington, where Colby Culver
took fourth place overall. Culver
returns as the head wrestler in
McWherter's highly-anticipated
second season. Coupled with the
upbringing of the Lakers' middle school program, the accomplishments emulated success.
Still, Calloway County has
to compensate for the losses of
three key seniors; the tenacious
Scott Ruttman (132 pounds),
Mario Perez (170) and the formidable David Clark (285).
"They'll be missed personality-wise more than anything."
McWherter said. "With every:thing that Scotty brought with
being a returning state-placer,
• and begin that wealth of knowledge and depth. that will be
missed. But we have a bunch of
senior leaders here that have taken charge."
Culver, the No. 2-ranked
wrestler in the state at 220, and
Jack Hanes (160) are bar none

Associated Press

Ledger & Times the photo
Calloway County 220-pound wrestler Colby Culver attempts to pin North Oldham's Collin Portman, ranked second
in the state, in the consolation sixth round during the KHSAA Individual Wrestling State Tournament on Feb. 20 in
Lexington. Culver pinned Portman in 2:19 to advance to the 220-pound third-place match.
the leaders of this year's roster.
There are no exceptions. Culver's accomplishments were
stellar enough to earn him a
prime stamp on the Lakers'
brand new record board that
hangs to the upper left wall inside the Calloway County Day
Treatment Center.
"Colby and Jack are headand-shoulders above the rest.
They command discipline when
they need it, and they lead by
example with their work ethic,"
McWherter said.
Another key returner. David
Woods (220), not only won the

Bluegrass State Games during McWherter said. "If you're in
the summer, he pinned every seventh grade. you can wrestle
single opponent in his weight high school. We have 28 eliclass. Woods is arguably the gible kids, which is more than
mOst improved player in the re- last year, but we don't have
gion with all his harnessed po- a heavyweight right now. So,
tential, but a problem still per- Colby is going to platoon."
sists for McWherter. Three of
Other key pieces include
last season's state qualifiers in Efinger (220), Jacob Kramer
Woods, Culver and Josh Efin- (152), Nick Dickerson (132),
ger are all currently in the same Jameson Owens (126) and
weight class at 220 pounds.
eighth-grader Keaton Elliott
"Colby is going to be at (106), but it's two special addi220 by the time the Region I tions that has everyone buzzing
Tournament comes along and about this Lakers team. Hailey
he'll wrestle some heavyweight Watson (126) and Caitlyn Powfor us, just to fill the role." ers (145) will be the first girls

to wrestle at the varsity level in
program history.
There's no doubt about it, the
Lakers had their best year yet in
2015-16. This time around, it's
all about taking the next step
forward.
The motto this year? Rise
up.
One of the main nuggets
of advice that Walls gave
McWherter last season was not
to assess the team until after
Christmas.
"Personally, last year was
See LAKERS, Page 11

GOLF

Tiger returns amid varied expectations, high interest
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
NASSAU, Bahamas — Ev;eryone is watching, everyone is
'curious, and Jordan Spieth had
the perfect view of Tiger Woods
:for his return to golf.
Spieth was on the 17th green
,and looked across a narrow
...pond to the ninth tee at Albany
Golf Club where Woods stood
:over his tee shot during the
Wednesday pro-am. He saw the
swing, but he lost sight of the
ball in the glare of the tropical
sun.
"Where did it go?" Spieth
said as he tried to gauge where
the ball might land. "Not in the
fairway."
He looked again.
"Whoa! There it is — WAY

down there," he said."Damn."
The shots and the score don't
count until Thursday at the
Hero World Challenge with an
18-man field, small but strong.
Woods is playing for the first
time in 465 days. The expectations have rarely been this varied. The interest is as high as
ever.
"He's the only person ... in
the last 30 years in golf that any
exPe'ctation you set, he'll somehow prove to you that he can do
better," Spieth said."But I think
with this. I just hope that everyone gives him time. I hope he
has the time to fall into a rhythm
and just get enough tournaments
where he can kind of build up
that seeing the shots under competition, under the gun.
"You can look back 10 years

at shots you
hit. It's not
the
same
as looking
back
the
week before
on a positive swing."
Woods
last played
on Aug. 23.
2015, when
Woods
he
closed
with a 70 at
the Wyndham Championship to
fall out of contention and tie for
10th. Two back surgeries followed, leaving him so debilitated at times that he wondered if
he would ever play.
He tees off at high noon in
the Bahamas with Patrick Reed,
who idolized his golf so much

as a teenager that he wears black
pants and a red shirt on Sunday.
Reed is but one example
of the golf landscape to which
Woods returns, one of seven
players in the 18-man field who
were not even on tour when
Woods last won a major at the
2008 U.S. Open. Another is
Russell Knox, who said recently,"My short career will never
be over until I play with Tiger
Woods."
It was only three years ago
that Woods won five times and
was PGA Tour player of the
year. That still wasn't the dominance he once had over the
game. for he finished in the top
10 only 53 percent of the time,
his lowest rate in a dozen years.
Woods had five or more victories 11 times in a span of 13

seasons.
"The better he plays, the better it is for golf," Rickie Fowler said. "Whether he gets back
to the way he did in the early
2000s — from what I've heard,
it was arguably the best anyone
has ever played — that might be
tough because of injuries, and
he's at a different age. Its not
like he's been away that long.
It just seems longer because of
how dominant he was."
Woods declared himself
ready to play and said,"I'm going to try to win this thing."
The pro-am is never a true
measure, and the wind was
whipping across the island on
Wednesday. Even so, Woods
a. See TIGER, Page 11

IRVING, Texas — Baseball
players and owners reached a
tentative agreement on a fiveyear labor contract Wednesday
night, a deal that will extend
the sport's industrial peace to
26 years since the ruinous fights
in the first two decades of free
agency.
After days of near round-theclock talks, negotiators reached
a verbal agreement about 3 1/2
hours before the expiration
of the current pact. Then they
worked to draft a memorandum
of understanding, which must be
ratified by both sides.
"It's great! Another five years
of uninterrupted baseball," Oakland catcher Stephen Vogt said.
In announcing the agreement,
Major League Baseball said it
will make specific terms available when drafting is complete.
As part of the deal, the luxury' tax threshold rises from $189
million to $195 million next
year,$197 million in 2018,$206
million in 2019,$209 million in
2020 and $210 million in 2021,
a person familiar with the agreement told The Associated Press.
The person spoke on condition
of anonymity because the deal
had not yet been signed.
Tax rates increase to 20 percent for first offenders, 30 percent for second offenders and
50 percent for third offenders.
There also is a new surtax of 12
percent for teams $20 million to
$40 million above the threshold and additional amounts for
teams more than $40 million
above the threshold.
There will be a new penalty
for signing certain free agents
that could affect a team's draft
order. There is no change to limits on active rosters, which remain at 25 for most of the season
and 40 from Sept. I on.
Management failed to obtain
an international draft of amateurs residing outside the U.S.,
Puerto Rico and Canada, but did
get a hard cap on each team's annual bonus pool for those players.
Negotiators met through
most of Tuesday night in an effort to increase momentum in
the talks, which began during
spring training. This is the third
straight time the sides reached
a new agreement before expiration, but a deal was struck eight
weeks in advance of expiration
in 2006 and three weeks ahead
of expiration in 2011.
Talks took place at a hotel
outside Dallas where the players' association held its annual
executive board meeting.
Tony Clark, the first former
player to serve as executive director of the union, and others
set up in a meeting mom within earshot of a children's choir
practicing Christmas carols.
A man dressed as Santa Claus
waited nearby.
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AREA SCHEDULE
Today's Games
PP WRESTUNG
5 p.m.
Caldwell County, Fulton City at Calloway County
Friday's Ganes
GIRLS BASKETBALL
7:30 p.m.
Cakrway County at Mayfield
COLLEGE VOLLEYBALL
10 p.m.
14CAA Championship first round, Murray State
al UCLA

SPORTS ON TV
Todayl Games
BASKETBALL
8 p.m.
ESPN2 - High School Showcase. Hamilton
Heights (Tenn.) vs. Memphis East (Tenn at
Memphis. Tenn.
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
FS1 -Columbia at Seton Hall
8 p.m.
ESPN-Cincinnati at Iowa St.
ESPNU-Oregon St at Mississippi St
SEC-Stephen F. Austin at Ar1cansas
GOLF
8:30 a.m.
GOLF - European Tour-Sunshine Tour. Alfred
DonhiU Championship, first round, at Malelane,
South Africa
12 p.m.
GOLF -PGA Tour, Hero World Challenge, first
round. at Albany, Bahamas
7:30 p.m.
GOLF - Australian PGA Championship, second round, at Gold Coast, Australia
2:30 a.m.(Friday)
GOLF - European Tour-Sunshine Tour, Alfred
Dunhill Championship, second round, at Malelane, South Africa
NBA
7 p.m.
TNT - L.A. Clippers at Cleveland
930 p.m.
TNT - Houston at Golden State
NFL
720 p.m.
NBC 8 NFL-Dallas at Minnesota
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
8 p.m.
BIN - Miami at Ohio St.
ESPN2-South Carolina at Texas
SEC- Oklahoma at Kentucky
8 p.m.
BIN -Virginia at Northwestern
Friday's Games
AUTO RACING
8 p.m.
NBCSN - NASCAR Sprint Cup Series Awards,
at Las Vegas
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
ESPNEWS-St. John's at Tulane
8:30 p.m.
ESPNU-Alabama at Texas
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2- MAC, championship game, Ohio vs.
W. Michigan, at Detroit
8 p.m.
FOX-Pac-12, championship game, Colorado
vs. Washington, at Santa Clara, Calif.
GOLF
6:30 a.m.
GOLF - European PGA Tour-Sunshine Tour,
Alfred Dunhill Championship, second round, at
Malelane, South Africa
12:30 p.m.
GOLF-PGA Tour, Hero World Challenge, second round, at Albany, Bahamas
7 p.m.
GOLF - Australian PGA Championship, third
round, at Gold Coast,Australia

LAKERS
From Page 10
awesome. I've challenged the
guys six weeks in to know everything that we accomplish will be
earned. I won't have a full lineup
until after Christmas," McWherter said. "There are holes across
the board that don't fill in until
individual tournaments start in
January. We're going to learn a
lot this month and put everybody

II RACERS
From Page 10
three-time defending OVC Player of the Year, is first for MSU
with 506 kills and second with
401 digs. Senior Kristen Besselsen is second with 270 kills
and freshman Rachel Giustino
is third with 210 kills. Senior

NBA
7 p.m.
ESPN - Cleveland at Chicago
W30 p.m.
ESPN - Houston at Denver
RUGBY
1:30 p.m
NBCSN-English Premiership, Sale vs Exeter
SKIING
12 p.m.
NBCSN-Men's FtS World Cup, Super G, at Val
num,France
SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
FS1 - Bundestga, Bayern Munich at Mainz
11:56 p.m.
F51 - Women, FIFA U-20 World Cup, that
place, North Korea-United States loser as Japan-France loser, at Port Moresby, Papua New
Guinea
325 sm.(Saturday)
FS1 - Women, FIFA U-20 World Cup, final,
North Korea-United States wawa( vs. Japan-France winner, at Port Moresby, Papua New
Guinea
WOMEN'S COLLEGE SOCC8I
4 p.m.
ESPNU - NCAA College Cup, Derision I semifinal, at San Jose, Calif.
6:30 p.m.
ESPNU- NCAA College Cup, Dmsion I semifinal, at San Jose, Calif

PRO FOOTBALL
NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W IT
Pct
New England
9 2 0 818
Miami
7 4 0 _636
Buffalo
6 5 0 .545
N.Y. Jets
3 8 0
273
North
W L T
Pct
Baltimore
6 5 0 .545
Pittsburgh
6 5 0 .545
Cincinnati
3 7 1
_318
Cleveland
0 12 0 .000
South
W IT
Pct
Houston
6 5 0 .545
Tennessee
6 6 0 .500
Indianapolis
5 6 0 .455
Jacksonville
2 9 0 .182
West
W L T
Pct
Oakland
9 2 0 .818
Kansas City
8 3 0 .727
Denver
7 4 0 .636
San Diego
560.455
NADONAL CONFERENCE
East
W LT
Pct
Dallas
10 1 0 .909
N.Y. Giants
8 3 0 .727
Washington
6 4 1 .591
Philadelphia
5 6 0 .455
North
W IT
Pct
Detroit
7 4 0 .636
Minnesota
6 5 0 .545
Green Bay
5 6 0 .455
Chicago
2 9 0 IV
Smith
W LT
Pet
Atlanta
7 4 0 .636
Tampa Bay
6 5 0 .545
New Orleans
5 6 0 .455
Carolina
4 7 0 .364
West
W L T
Pet
Seattle
7 3 1 .682
Arizona
4 6 1 .409
4 7 0 .364
Los Angeles
110 0 .091
San Francisco
Today's Game
Dallas at Minnesota, 7:25 p.m.

PP
293
249
281
196

PA
197
240
236
266

PP
218
266
213
197

PA
201
222
245
352

PP
194
308
270
214

PA
236
296
301
293

PP
307
252
266
313

PA
275
214
219
291

PP
316
231
280
254

PA
213
213
264
213

PP
247
218
274
178

PA
238
192
289
264

PP
358
249
334
276

PA
302
284
307
281

Pf PA
224 1E17
245 228
170 236
228

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
ATLANTIC COAST
Alkorlic Masks
Coolsoince
Omni
VI L PP PAW 1 PP PA
Clemson
7 1 316 16011 1 480 204
Louisville
7 1 367 181
3 544 280
Fiorlda $tas 5 3 240 203
3 423 293
NC State
3 5 173 207
6310279
Wake Forest 3 5 140 189
6 231 282
Boston Col 2 6 96 275
6 229 295
Syracuse
2 6 191 337
8 306 463
Coastal DIMMom
Ceodenowe
Overall
W 1 PP PAW L PP PA
Amuse Tech 6 2 272 147
3 420 253
Maim
5 3 235 169
4 415 222
N Carolina 5 3 226 208
4 397 299
Pittsburgh
5 3 352 309
4 503 427
Georgia TeCti 4 4 196 232
4 334 300
Duke
1 7 167 257
8 280 338
V1rginia
1 7 185 276
10 270 405
Samara Gime
Atlantic Coast Coeharence Championship
Virginia Tech vs. Clemson at Orlando, Fla., 7 p.m
SOUTHEASTERN
East Division
Conference
Overall
W I PP PAW L PP PA
Florida
6 2 196 123 8 3 265 161
Tennessee
4 4 287 295 8 4 435 351
Georgia
4 4 167 192 7 5 288 289
Kentucky
4 4 185 237 7 5 372 374
S. Carotin&
3 5 126 168 6 6 231 296
Vanderbilt
3 5 162 162 6 6 282 271
Missouri
2 6 181 280 4 8 367 378
West Division
Contemns
Overall
W L PP PAW 1 PP PA
Alabama
8 0 304 118 12 0 473 137
Auburn
5 3 210 147 8 4 387 187
LSU
5 3 218 141 7 4 311 180
Texas AdAll 4 4 252 242 8 4 425 286
Arkansas
3 5 214 2903 7 5 370 369
Miss, State 3 5 234 272 5 7 378 397
Mississippi 2 6 234 295 5 7 391 408
Saturdays Gams
Southeastern Conference Championship
Florida vs. Alabama at Adana, 3 p.m
CONFERENCE USA
East[Melon
Conference
Overall
W L PP PA W I PP PA
W. Kentucky 7 1 407 173 9 3 528 269
Old Dominion 6 2 299 231 8 4 418 348
Middle Tenn. 5 3 310 300 8 4 481 413
Flu
5 3 248 255 5 7 302 404
Charlotte
3 5 202 246 4 8 302 415
FAU
2 6 235 315 3 9 317 477
Marshall
2 6 162 256 3 9 317 423
West Division
Conference
Overall
W I PP PAW L PP PA
La. Tech
6 2 354 235 8 4 528 367
trysa
5 3 281 249 6 6 359 340
s. muussiou 4 4 258 246 6 6 399 363
North Texas 3 5 194 282 5 7 291 386
urEp
2 6 215 280 4 8 316 419
Rice
2 6 197 294 3 9 303 448
Saturday's Game
Conference LISA Championship
Louisiana Tech at W. Kentucky, Noon
OHIO VALLEY
Conference
Overall
WI PP PAWL PP PA
Jar State
7 0 228 88 10 1 347 179
UT Martin
6 2 254 182 7 5 387 288
Tenn. Tech
5 3 262 206 5 6 298 316
Tenn. State 4 3 223 246 7 4 355 331
E. Illinois
4 4 228 234 6 5 294 310
Murray State 4 4 245 257 4 7 287 387
SE Missouri 3 5 166 176 3 8 229 268
E. Kentucky 2 6 194 236 3 8 281 336
Austin Peay 0 8 195 370 011 259 517
Saturday's
State, 1 p.m.
State at
FCS PLA
Saturday's Results
vs 31, Saint Francis (Pa.) 21

Houston at GOMM Sate, 8.30 p.m
Friday% Games
Orlando at Philarlalphia, 8p.m.
LA. Lakers at Toronto,8:30 p.m
Minnesota at Now York &X p.m
Sacramento at Boston,6:30 pm.
Cleveiand at Chicago 7 p.m
Detroit at Adana,/ pm.
LA Papers at New Orleans, 7 p.m
Washington st San Antonio, 7:30 p.m
Houston at Denver, 30 p.m.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
Pct 68
Toronto
12
6 .667 Boston
10
8 .556
2
Nevi York
9
9 .500
3
Brooklyn
5
12 .294 6h
Philadelphia
4
14
.222
B
Southeast Division
W
L
Pct
10
Charlotte
8 .556
Atlanta
10
9 .526
7
Orlando
11
.389
Washington
6
11
.353
Miami
6
12 .333
Central Division
W
L
Pd
Cleveland
13
3 .813
Chicago
10
7 .508 •
Milwaukee
8
8 .500
Detroit
10
10 .500
Indiana
9
10 .474
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Divisloo
W
L
Pct GB
San Antonio
15
4
.789 Houston
11
7
.611 314
11
Memphis
8
.579
4
New Orleans
7
12
.368
8
Dallas
3
14
.176
11
Northwest Division
W
L
Pct GB
Oklahoma City
12
8
.600 Utah
11
8
.579
Y2
Portland
.500
2
10
10
Denver
7
11
.389
4
Minnesota
5
13
.278
6
Pacific Division
W
I
Pct
GB
Golden State
16
2 .889 14
5 .737 214
Lk Clippers
LA. Lakers
10
10 .500
7
7
11
Sacramento
.389
9
Phoenix
6
13
.316 10/
1
2
Wednesday's Results
Sacramento at Philadelphia, ppd.
Detroit 121, Boston 114
Toronto 120, Memphis 105
LA takers 96, Cher,ago 90
New York 106, Minnesota 104
Oklahoma City 126, Washington 115.01
San Antonio 94, Dallas 87
Miami 106, Denver 98
Phoenix 109, Atlanta 107
Portland 131, Indiana 109
Today's Games
Dallas at Charlotte,6 p.m.
Milwaukee at Brooklyn,840 p.m.
LA. Clippers at Cleveland,7p.m.
Orlando at Memphis, 7 p.m.
Miami at Utah, 8 p.m.

MEN
TOP 25 FARED
Wedmoday's NONNI
1 Kentucky (7-0) did not play. Next vs. No. 1
UCLA, Saturday.
2. Villanove (7-0) did not play. Next vs. Saint
Joseph's, Saturday.
3. North Carolina (7-1) lost to No. 13 Indiana
76-67. Next vs. Radford, Sunday.
1. Kansas (6-1) act not play Next is Stanford.
Saturday.
5. Duke (7-il did not play Next vs. Mona
Saturday.
6. Virginia (7-0) beat Ohio State 63-61. Next
vs. No. 25 West Virginia, Saturday.
7 Xavier (7-0) did not play. Next vs. No. 9 Baylor, Saturday.
8. Gonzaga (6-0) did not play. Next vs MVSU,
today.
9. Baylor (7-0) beat Sam Houston State 79-45.
Next at No. 7 Xavier, Saturday.
10. Creighton (7-0) did not play. Next vs. Akroe. Saturday.
11. UCLA (8-0) beat UC Riverside 97-57. Next:
at No. 1 Kentucky, Saturday.
12. Saint Mary's (Cal)(6-0) beat Stanford 6651. Next vs. UT Arlington, today, Dec. 8.
13. Indiana (5-1) beat No. 3 North Carolina 7667. Next: vs. Sal Edwardsville, Friday.
14. Louisville (6-1) beat No. 15 Purdue 71-64.
Next at Grand Canyon, Saturday.
15. Purdue (5-2) lost to No. 14 Louisville 7164. Next vs. Morehead State, Saturday.
16. Arizona (6-1) beat Texas Southern 85-63.
Next vs. No. 8 &maga,Saturday.
17. Wisconsin (6-2) did not play. Next vs Oklahoma. Saturday
18. Butler (7-0) did not play. Next vs. Central
Arkansas, Saturday.
19. Iowa State (5-1) did not play Next vs. Cincinnati, today.
20. South Carolina (6-0) did not play Next vs.
Vermont, today.
21 Rhode Island (5-2) did not play. Next at
Providence, Saturday.
22. Syracuse (4-2) did not play. Next vs. North
Rail* Saturday.
23. Oregon (6-2) beat Western Oregon 93-54.
Mat vs. Savannah State, Saturday.
24. Florida (6-1) did not play. Next at North
Ronda,today.
25. West Virginia (5-1) did not play. Next at No.
6 Virginia, Saturday.
WOMEN
TOP 25 FARED
Wednesday's Results
1. Notre Dame (7-0) beat Iowa 73-58. Next vs
Valparaiso, Sunday.
2. UConn (5-0) did not play. Next vs No. 15
DePaul, today.
3. South Carolina (5-0) did not play. Next. at
No. 14 Texas, today.
4. Baylor (7-1) did not play. Next vs. Abilene
Christian, today.
5. Maryland (6-0) did not play. Next: at No. 7
Louisville, today.
6. Mississippi State (7-0) did not play. Next: at
Iowa State, Saturday.
7. Louisville (6-1) did not play. Next: vs. No. 5
Maryland, today.
8. Florida State (7-1) beat Minnesota 75-61.
Next: vs. Western Carolina, Sunday.
9. Ohio State (5-2) did not play. Next on No.
18 Miami, today.
10_ UCLA (5-1) did not play. Next vs. Hawaii,
Sunday.
11. Stanford (6-1) did not play. Next: at Cal
State Bakersfield, today.
12. Oklahoma (5-0) did not play Next at No. 17
Kentucky, today.
13. Washington (6-1) did not play Next: at
Grand Canyon, today.
14. Texas (2-2) did not play. Next: vs. No. 3
South Carolina, today.
15. DePaul (5-1) did not play. Next at No. 2
UConn,today.
16. West Virginia (8-0) beat Morehead State
94-53. Next vs. Mississippi, Sunday.
17. Kentucky(5-1)did riot play. Next: vs. No_ 12
Oklahoma, today.
18. Miann (5-1)did not play. Next at No. 9 Otno
State today
"
19. Florida (5-1) beat Wottord 74-51. Next: vs
Long Beach State, Saturday.

PRO BASKETBALL

20. Syrawee (5-3) best Michigan $UM 75-64.
Neil vs. CCSLI, Sundayy,
21 Colorado (7-0) tea Saitheaelarn Learana 112-54. Neat is. Idaho SUM Saturday.
22. %onuses 11-2) best Tennssees Stile
36. Nest vs. No. 4 Baylor, Sundry.
23. Auburn (6- 1 did not playy, Nut at Kansas
Stale, today
24. l= State (3-1) ad not play Next vs
Oahe,
25. Texas ABM (5-1) lost a Southern Ca 6662. Next at SMU, 1601110W

PRO HOCKEY
Nit
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Mimic Dirlielon
W L OT Pta
Montreal
15 5 2 34
Ottawa
14 8 I 29
Tampa Bay
13 10 1 27
Boston
12 10 1 25
Detroit
11 10 2 24
Florida
11 10 2 24
Toronto
10 9 4 24
Buffalo
8 9 5 21
MetropoNtan Colvieloa
W
L OT Pa
N.Y. Rangers
16 7 1 13
13 7 3 29
Pittsburgh
Washington
13 6 2 28
Columbus
12 5 4 28
New Jersey
10 7 5 25
Philadeipitia
11 10 3 25
Carolina
9 9 4 22
N.Y islanders
8 10 4 20
WESTERN CONFERBICE
Cants' Division
W L OT Pts
Chicago
15 6 3 33
St. Laths
13 7 3 29
Nashville
11 8 3 25
11 8 3 25
Minnesota
Dallas
9 9 6 24
Winnipeg
11 12 2 24
Colorado
9 11
1 19
Pacific Division
W
L OT Pts
San Jose
13 9 1
27
Anaheim
11 8 4 26
Edmonton
12 10 2 26
Los Angeles
12 9 1 25
Calgary
11 13 2 24
10 11
2 22
Vancouver
Arizona
6 10 3 19
Wednesday's Results
N.Y. islanders 5, Pittsburgh 3
Calgary 3, Toronto 0
San Jose at Los Angeles, late
Today's Games
Carolina at Boston,6 p.m.
N.Y. Rangers at Buffalo,6 p.m.
Dallas at Pittsburgh, 6 p.m.
N.Y. Islanders at Washington,6 p.m.
Florida at Detroit, 6:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at Ottawa,6:30 p.m.
Tampa Bay at St Louis, 7 p.m.
Edmonton at Winnipeg, 7 p.m.
New Jersey at Chicago, 7:30 p.m_
Columbus at Colorado,8 p.m.
Los Angeles at Arizona, 8 p.m.
Anaheim at Vancouver, 9 p.m.
Friday's Games
Minnesota at Calgary,6 p.m.
Montreal at San Jose, 9:30 p.m.

leatICS48tC 4::81G4SKKC

SCOREBOARD

Chattanooga 46, Weber Stan 14
Pang iiimpalare 64, Liftoff 21
Watford 15, Charleston Southern 14
Richmond 39, N.0 MT 10
Central Arkansas 31, Illnois Stale 24
St. 313, Samford 24
Stn8=35,Ca Poly 21
Seceol Nowa
Saloaday's Weis
New Hampshire (8-1) at James Madam (1011, 1 em
Youngstown State (9-3) at Jacksonville State
(10-1), 1 p.m
Wagner' (9-3) at South Dakota State (8-3),
2 p.m
Chattanooga (9-3) at Sam Houston State (1101.2 p.m.
San Diego (10-1) at North Dakota State (10-1),
2.30 p.m.
Central Arkansas(10-2) at Eastern 1Vashinglon
(1 0-11, 3 p.m
Vrofford (9-3) at The Model (10-1), 5 p.m
Flizhmond (9-3) at North Dakota (9-2), 5 p.m
Goarlerfinsie
Dec.9-10 Gaines
San Diego-North Dakota State waver vs Villanova-South Dakota State winner
Chattanooga-Sam Houston State winner vs
New Hampshire-James Madison winner
Youngstown State-Jacksonwile State winner
is. Walked-The Citadel winner
Richmond-North Dakota winner vs Contral
Arkansas-Eastern listurangton WHIMS!
Seinlenals
Dec, 16 Game
Pairings TBD,6 p.m
Dec. 17 Game
Parings INC. 5.30 p.m.
Champlawhip
Jan. 7,2817, Game
At Toyota Stadium
Frisco, TIMMS
Semifinal winners, 11 a m

Kr1S=.12CIR t8St.''ACIISOR

Smidare Gimes
Kamm City at ealerita, 12 p.m
Los Angeles at Nevi England, 12 p.m
Philadelphia at Miaowed, 12 p.m
Mime at BaliNownk 12 P.m
DIMS( at Jachoorollik 12 pm
Detroit at Na. Orleans 12 Pin
Son Francisco at Chicago, 12 p.m
Houston at 61111111 Bay, 12 p.m
Babb at Oakland, 305 pm
at Arizona, 3:25 p.m.
tTrpa
srat San Diego, 3:25 p.m
Y Giants at Pittsburgh, 325 p.m
C11117616 at SNOW 7:30 p.m
Open. Temesses, Caeveland
Mowiley's Gams
Indianapolis at N.Y Jets, 7:30 p.m

Ti.V 1 I J.s 1 c

Ledger & Times

GE
68
62
65
62
61
66
47

GA
60
63
57
47
79
72
63

GF
54
59
70
57
60
54
51

GA
49
55
63
54
77
70
65

SPORTS HISTORY
DECEMBER
1936- End LarryIIley ofl Yale is voted the
Heisman Trophy winner.
1951 -Arnold -Showboar Boyfun of Mississippi scores seven touchdowns in a 49-7 rout of
Mississippi State.
1959- Louisiana State halfback Billy Cannon
is named the Heisman Trophy winner.
1973- Jack Nicklaus wins the Disney World
Open to become the first professional golfer to
surpass $2 million in career earnings.
1980 - South Carolina running back George
Rogers is named the Heisman Trophy winner.
1984- Greg Page knocks out South Africa's
Gerrie Coetzee in the eighth round in Sun City.
Bophuthatswana, to win the MIA heavyweight
title.
1984 - Boston College quarterback Doug
Flutie is named the 50th Heisman Trophy winner
1990 - Ty Detmer of Brigham Young wins
the Heisman Trophy Debrief, who had set or
tied 25 NCAA passing and total offense records,
becomes the first BM winner and third consecutive junior winner.
1992 - Washington guard Michael Adams
sets a professional record for career 3-point
baslusts with hls 795th in the Bullets' 119-106
victory over San Antonio, Louie Dampier had 794
3-point goals for Kentucky of the ABA and San
Antonio of the NBA from 1967-79.

in the right weight classes. This
team is primed for success if we
get them in the right spots.
"We've had girls in the program before, but not at the varsity level that it actually going to
compete. Tennessee actually has
girls wrestling as a sport and it
hasn't grown that much in Kentucky yet to be a separate sport."
McWherter,a self proclaimed
Murphy's Law pessimist, said
that last season's results altered
his system of belief a bit, caus-

ing him to see the glass half full
more than he ever has. But given
McWherter's hard-nosed nature
and various life lessons,it's hard
to remold his entire core.
"There's a lot for me that's
gone on in my life,on and off the
mat, to where my whole way of
thinking changed. I really look
at it now more of a glass half
full. When I look at my roster, I
sit here and think if everything
happens right, we take second in
Region 1, we give Union Coun-

ty a run for its money and we
head back to Lexington again as
a team and finish Top 15 in the
state," McWherter said.
The Lakers will only have
two home matches all season
long, including a triangular dual
against Caldwell and Fulton City
at6 p.m.today and Jan. 14,2017,
with the Lakers Invitational.
"On Saturday, when we go
to the Sikeston, Mo., Duals, my
kids are going to get five matches. We only get 18 dates, so I'd

rather get five matches on a date
than get one for two matches. A
lot of programs are going away
from weekday duels with two
matches. That keeps us from
having home dates at the Day
Treatment Center."
With Union County still being
the shining star in the region and
Christian County not too far behind, Calloway County is quickly gaining. Though a regional
title might be too much to ask for
from this young core, the long-

term future of the Lakers bodes
optimism.
With more quantity than
they've ever had, the Lakers are
right in the mix of the competition. For now until January, it's
about finding the consistency.
The Lakers will know during
the next few months what they
will need to do to stand apart
from their competition. For now
last year's accomplishment's
are more than enough reason to
leave the glass half full.

Hannah Stultz handles the setting duties with 945 assists and
a team-best 41 aces. Senior Ellie
Lorenz tops Murray State with
622 digs.
Both Ingram and Lorenz
have cemented their place in
the MSU history books among
the all-time statistical rankings
lists. Ingram became the all-time
career kills leader in program

In addition to Ingram,Lorenz
history in Murray State's OVC
Tournament title win over SIU (OVC Defensive Player of the
Edwardsville on Nov. 19 and Year),Besselsen and Stultz landnow has 1,574 for her career. In- ed on the All-OVC First team.
The Bruins are led by a balgram's 506 kills this season are
the sixth-most in school history anced offensive attack that is
for a single season. Meanwhile, hitting .243 as a team in 2016.
Lorenz's 1,850 career digs are Defensively, they have 271 total
the fourth-most in MSU histo- blocks.
UCLA is led by Reily Buecry and her 622 this season rank
hler's 362 kills while Jordan
third all-time for one season.

Anderson is second on the squad
with 350 kills this season. Torrey Van Winden is third on the
Brains with 270 kills and Jennie
Frager is fourth with 250 and is
hitting a team-best .358 this year.
Both Frager and Van Winden
were All-Pac-12 First Team honorees.
The Brains run a two-setter
offense and are led in assists by

Ryann Chandler's 853. Libero
Taylor Formico leads UCLA
with 573 digs and is the Pac-12's
back-to-back Libero of the Year.
The winner of the Murray
State-UCLA match plays the
winner of another first-round
match between San Diego(24-5)
and Baylor(21-11)in the second
round at 9 p.m. Saturday in Los
Angeles. II

•WOODS
From Page 10
showed no sign of fatigue or
aches, and his swing certainly
looked more efficient than when
he was playing no more than 10
times each of the previous two
years as he was trying to navigate
a bad back.
On the par-5 third hole, he hit
a drive and a 3-Una to about 10
feet for an eagle. He also had a
few bogeys along the way. Conditions were not easy on any of
the players. Woods said there
were no surprises about how he
played, and his only complaint
was getting his speed right on the
green.
"I was able to hit all the shots
I needed to hit," he said.
Spieth has seen Woods when
he was No. 1 in the world. He'd
love nothing more than to see
the Woods that once made winning - majors included - look
routine.
"We all hope for many reasons
that he comes back fully healthy
and his game is fully back," Spieth said."To name one,you don't
ever want to see somebody go
down because ofinjury.And two,
I think it was a dream for all of
us young guys to one day grow
Up and battle Tiger on a Sunday
when he was playing his best." III
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SATURDAY - DECEMBER 3RD -10:00AM TO 1:00PM
FOOD- FUN-SAVINGS

12•Thursday,December 1,2016
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cancellations. No exceptions:

Two!
Classifieds
Comics
Communi
Crossworc
Obituaries
Sports
Worship
Hoops

eq
Please mail a payment of S89.95* to: Murray Ledger &Times • PO Box 1040 • Murray, KY 42071
*Must prepay for special. For local carrier delivery and Calloway County mail only. No refunds for early cancellations No exceptions.
Special valid 11/21-1213,2016.
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